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Abstract
Low-dimensional electronic systems in semiconductor heterostructures, with 
the associated practical applications and basic scientific interest, have recently re­
ceived a lot of attention. This thesis consists of studies of the electron-acoustic 
phonon interaction in low-dimensional systems, and has proceeded under the su­
pervision of Dr. Jay Mahanty and Dr. Mukunda Das during the period from 5th 
of March, 1992, to 5th of September, 1995, at the Australian National University.
The aim of the research is to attem pt to construct more feasible models 
for the electron-phonon interaction, and to explain experimental results for phonon 
generation in low-dimensional systems. In this context, this thesis deals with the 
strength of the electron-acoustic-phonon coupling, and with the acoustic phonon 
generation due to electronic transitions in low-dimensional systems. As model cal­
culations, idealized deformable jellium and GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures are cho­
sen. Furthermore, only one-phonon processes, in which a single phonon is em itted 
or absorbed, are considered.
In Chapter 1, a motive for the study of low-dimensional systems is given, 
and relevant investigations and research are described. The dependence of physical 
properties on the dimensionality of a solid is the most interesting thing in this the­
sis. Chapter 2 deals with a model Hamiltonian in a solid. We review briefly how 
to construct a feasible Hamiltonian for electrons, phonons, and electron-phonon 
interactions. In Chapter 3, the general treatm ents of electron-acoustic phonon 
interaction due to deformation potential and piezoelectric couplings are also re­
viewed. These two chapters provide in depth review and necessary background
materials for understanding theory and results presented in later Chapters. Chap­
ter 4 gives the dependence of deformation potential coupling on the dimensionality 
of a solid, where an idealised deformable jellium is considered, and also provides in 
detail deformation potential coupling constants in semiconductor heterostructures. 
Chapter 5 deals with phonon emissions from a 2DEG in GaAs/GaAlAs heterostruc­
tures. A mechanism for deformation coupling, which may explain the experimental 
results for phonon emissions in semiconductor heterostructures, is provided. We 
give numerical calculations for the intensity of phonons em itted from a 2DEG in 
GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures using the elastic Green’s functions and a model de­
formation potential for the systems. In Appendices, some m athem atical details are 
given, and the elastic Green’s functions for an overlayer system with a semi-infinite 
substrate are also derived.
This work has been supported by an ANU PhD scholarship and the Harry 
Triguboff AM Research Syndicate.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introductory remarks on low-dimensional systems
There has been astonishing progress using modern techniques in the epitax­
ial growth of materials [Weisbuch (1987)], such as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), 
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (M 0CVD), liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE), 
migration enhanced epitaxy (MEE), hot-wall epitaxy (HW E), hydride vapor trans­
port, and so on. Such techniques have made it possible to construct semiconduc­
tor devices and nanometer-scale heterostructures with accurately tailored physical 
p ro p ertie s , and to p roduce  new high quality low-dimensional material structures 
(he. heterostructures) such as heterojunctions, quantum  wells, superlattices, quan­
tum  wires, quantum  dots, etc., which give rise to several interesting and unusual 
phenomena. Low-dimensional systems* have therefore attracted  attention from the 
points of view of both basic research, and technological applications.
One of the most interesting structures is the two-dimensional system in which 
the charge carriers are free to move in a plane and have quantized energy levels 
in the direction perpendicular to the plane. These two-dimensional systems have 
received a lot of attention and our understanding has progressed significantly during 
the last couple of decades [Ando et al (1982), Beeby et al (1991)]. Quantum  wires 
are examples of one-dimensional systems in which the charge carriers move freely 
in one direction and have quantized energy levels for the other two perpendicular 
directions. Quantum  dots are examples of zero-dimensional systems in which the
*The dimensionality of a system ( i . e . a solid) refers to the dimension in which the charge 
carriers in the solid are free to move.
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electronic energies are quantized in all three mutually perpendicular directions. 
The quantum dot seems to mimic an artificial atom with several electrons without 
a nuclear centre.
The dependence of physical properties on the dimensionality of the solid can 
be drastic. A good example is the electronic density of states which is shown in 
Figure 1.1 [Esaki (1990)]. The density of states is a parabolic curve E 1^ 2 for 3D, a 
step-like curve for 2D, a peaked curve Yln{E — Em — En)~ll2 for ID, and a delta
DENSITY OF STATES
*-------OD
0.4
Energy [eV]
Figure 1.1: The dependence of the density of states on the dimensionality of 
the electronic system.
function for OD systems. Another example is the polarization function of free 
electrons shown in Figure 1.2 [Kittel (1968), Isihara (1993)]. At q = 2&p, the static 
normalized polarization function has a logarithmic singularity in ID, a kink in 2D, 
and an infinite slope in 3D. As a final example consider the electronic mobility, as
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DIMENSIONLESS POLARIZATION FUNCTION
V = q /kr
Figure 1.2: The dependence of the polarization function on the dimensional­
ity of the solid.
Figure 1.3: Dependence of the mobility anomalies on dimensionality.
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shown in Figure 1.3 [Bastard (1988)] where the calculations are carried out at zero 
temperature. The mobility anomalies occur when the Fermi energy coincides with 
the beginning of the first excited subband (i.e. second subband). In experiments, 
the mobility drops gradually rather than sharply because of thermal and collisional 
broadening.
Low-dimensional systems are usually realized near the surfaces of materials 
exposed to vacuum or interfaces between different materials. Such surfaces and 
interfaces influence the lattice vibrations of the materials. The lattice vibrations are 
periodic displacement of atomic constituents of materials about their equilibrium 
positions. They give rise to waves propagating along the surfaces or interfaces. 
Quantization of lattice vibrations give rise to phonons. Reflection, refraction, and 
localization of waves are common effects of the existence of surfaces and interfaces 
in materials.
The phenomena of interest are the localized modes of vibrations [Ewing 
(1957)] such as Rayleigh surface waves [Rayleigh (1887)], Love waves [Love (1911)], 
Lamb waves [Lamb (1917)], Stoneley waves [Stoneley (1924)], and Sezawa waves 
[Sezawa (1927)] which were first studied in the context of seismology. Such localized 
waves in solids can not only be applied to the devices for guided sound waves but 
also play a significant role in semiconductor heterostructure devices from a practi­
cal viewpoint. A Rayleigh surface wave is a wave localized near a free surface with 
an amplitude which decays exponentially away from the free surface. The elastic 
properties of Rayleigh surface waves in solids have been studied by several authors 
[Flores (1973), Maradudin and Mills (1976), Garcia-Moliner (1977), Tamura and 
Yagi (1994)]. Djafari-Rouhani and Dobrzynski and coworkers [Djafari-Rouhani et al 
(1977a, 1977b), (1981)] have studied a Stoneley wave which is a localized wave at an 
interface between two different elastic media. They have also investigated localized 
elastic waves in several geometries such as an overlayer on a semi-infinite substrate 
(e.g. Love waves, Sezawa waves) [Djafari-Rouhani et al (1981)], a free surface solid 
slab (Lamb waves), a fluid sandwiched between two identical semi-infinite solids, 
a solid slab sandwiched between two different semi-infinite solids [Dobrzynski et 
al (1989), Dobrzynski (1990)], and semi-infinite superlattices [Camley et al (1983),
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Djafari-Rouhani et al (1994)] by using elastic Green’s function methods, and inter­
face response theory which is equivalent to the surface Green’s function matching 
(SGFM) method developed by Garcia-Moliner and coworkers [Garcia-Moliner and 
Flores (1979), Dobrzynski et al (1987), Garcia-Moliner and Velasco (1992)].
There has been a great deal of experimental and theoretical research on the 
electronic properties of low-dimensional systems. The electronic band structures of 
the low-dimensional systems have been investigated using several calculation tech­
niques such as the variational wave function method [Fang and Howard (1966)], 
tight binding method [Schulman and McGill (1979), Bastard (1988)], LCAO method 
[Schulman and Chang (1981)], pseudopotential formalism [Jaros and Wong (1984)], 
Kronig-Penney model [Esaki and Tsu (1970)], self-consistent method using the den­
sity functional theory [Stern (1972), Stern and Das Sarma (1984), Marmorkos and 
Das Sarma (1993), Xu (1992), Xu and Mahanty (1994a)], etc. The self-consistent 
calculation and the variational wave function methods are applicable to heterostruc­
tures containing free charge carriers. The variational wave function, Kronig-Penney, 
and self-consistent calculation methods use the envelope function approach with po­
tential line-ups (confinement potentials) based on the bulk band structures of the 
materials. The tight-binding, pseudo-potential and LCAO methods are microscopic 
approaches based on the atomic wave functions.
Another electronic property thoroughly studied is the mobility of charge 
carriers, which is very important in determining the electronic and vibrational 
properties of practical devices. Also, the quantum Hall effect occuring in the two- 
dimensional electron gas has been investigated by measuring conductivity and by 
using phonon spectroscopy of the 2DEG [Eisenstein et al (1986)].
1.2 General remarks on the electron-phonon interaction
Energy and momentum in a solid may be exchanged between the electrons 
and the lattice ions via electron-phonon interactions. Electron-phonon interactions 
are composed of the following basic processes: (1) the absorption or emission of a 
phonon with an electronic transition from one state to another of an electron, (2) 
the recombination or creation of an electron-hole pair with the emission or absorp-
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tion of a phonon, (3) the emission and reabsorption of virtual phonons by electrons 
or the emission and reabsorption of virtual electron-hole pairs by phonons, and (4) 
an effective electron-electron interaction by exchange of a virtual phonon. The pro­
cesses (1) and (2) are of first order whereas and (3) and (4) are of second order in 
the sense of a perturbation expansion. The process of absorption of a phonon with 
a consequent electronic transition leads to the attenuation of sound waves when the 
sound waves propagate in a conducting crystal. The emission of a phonon with an 
electronic transition is related to phonon generation, amplification of sound waves, 
and electrical resistance. The emission and reabsorption of virtual phonons by 
electrons bring about a shift of the one-electron energy (i.e. renormalization of the 
electron mass) and the emission and reabsorption of virtual electron-hole pairs by 
phonons give rise to a shift in phonon frequency (i.e. renormalization of the phonon 
frequency). The attractive effective electron-electron interaction in superconduc­
tivity theory has its origin in the electron-electron interaction by exchange of a 
virtual phonon. Thus the electron-phonon interaction plays an important role in 
electrical and thermal transport processes, in the renormalizations of electron effec­
tive mass and phonon frequency, in superconductor theory, in phonon generation, 
and in amplification and attenuation of sound waves. It also plays an important 
role in the Peierls phase transition as discussed below [see next page].
When external fields such as an electric field with or without a magnetic 
field, and a temperature gradient are applied to a solid, the equilibrium between 
the electrons and ions is disturbed and the external fields give rise to electrical or 
thermal transport. Such transport processes are described by several complicated 
interaction mechanisms in addition to the electron-phonon interaction. The trans­
port properties of solids can be determined from the Boltzmann equation. The 
contribution of the electron-phonon interaction to the transport processes can be 
estimated by solving the Boltzmann equation with only electron-phonon scattering 
taken into account. In the transport process the contribution to the scattering 
of charge carriers with phonon emissions brings about the electrical resistance of 
materials (electrical transport).
In contrast with the phonon emission process, the electron-phonon interaction
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leads to the attenuation of sound waves (or phonon decay) via the absorption of 
phonons by electrons when the drift velocity of the electrons is less than that of 
the sound waves. Conversely, the amplification of sound waves occurs when the 
drift velocity of the electrons exceeds the sound velocity of the solid. In the theory 
of superconductivity, the effective attraction between two electrons near the Fermi 
surface can occur due to the electron-phonon interaction; electrons exchange a 
virtual phonon which causes bound pairs of electrons to form.
Several experiments have been carried out on phonon generation and ampli­
fication using techniques such as drift-field pulse (or current-pulse) [Hutson et al 
(1961)], heat-pulse [von Gutfeld and Nethercot (1964)], electromagnetic radiation 
[Houck et al (1967)] and pulsed optical pumping [Ulbrich et al (1980)]. These tech­
niques are related to electron-phonon interactions. There are two main causes of 
phonon generation via electron-phonon interactions. The first is as in the traveling 
wave amplifiers in which the drift velocity of charge carriers exceeds the velocity 
of phonons. The second is the laser (or maser) type of amplification in which non- 
radiative downward electronic transitions are induced via optical pumping, where 
the phonon frequency is the same as energy difference between the two electronic 
states undergoing the transition. There are several other phonon generation tech­
niques [see, e.g., Tucker and Rampton (1972)] using magnetostriction, piezoelectric 
transducer, paramagnetic resonance, piezoelectric surface excitation method, mag­
netic field pumping (spin-phonon interaction) [Tucker (1961)], and so on.
The Peierls phase transition occurs in solids with a partially filled electronic 
band when a distortion (Peierls distortion) of the lattice causes an energy gap 
to appear at the Fermi surface. The distortion leads to the metal becoming an 
insulator. Zhang et al (1993) theoretically derived an expression for the Peierls 
phase temperature Tp by using deformation potential theory in a ID conductor such 
as TTF-TCNQ, where they claim the Peierls phase temperature (Tp oc exp[— Jy], 
E:deformation potential) is dominated by the electron-phonon interaction [Zhang 
et al (1993)].
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1.3 Remarks on phonon generation via electron-phonon in­
teractions
Over the last forty years, there has been considerable interest in phonon 
generation in solids. In the early stages of phonon (ultrasonic waves) generation, 
piezoelectric materials such as quartz, CdS, and ZnO were employed using resonant 
transducer technique. This technique requires a very thin wafer where attenua­
tion of sound waves can be severe. As mentioned in the previous section, there 
are several techniques for phonon generation depending on the particular phonon 
couplings, e.g. electron-phonon coupling, electron-magnon coupling, spin-phonon 
coupling, etc.
The effect of conduction electrons on the attenuation of acoustic waves 
in metals has been investigated by several authors [Pippard (1955, 1960), Hol­
stein (1959), Khan and Allen (1987)] since Bommel first measured the ultrasonic 
attenuation in lead [Bommel (1954)]. Parmenter predicted theoretically the acous­
toelectric effect, which is the generation of an electric current due to a traveling 
acoustic wave. The effect occurs in both metals and semiconductors [Parmenter 
(1953)]. The acoustoelectric effect was further developed both theoretically [Wein- 
reich (1956)] and experimentally [Weinreich et al (1959)], and was first observed in 
germanium [Weinreich and White (1957)] by Weinreich and coworkers. Weinreich 
suggested that the acoustoelectric effect could be used to calculate the amount of 
attenuation of acoustic waves [Weinreich (1957)]. With the investigation of the 
attenuation of acoustic waves using the acoustoelectric effect, the possibility of 
the generation of acoustic waves by charge carriers was suggested by Weinreich 
based on the deformation potential coupling between electrons and phonons in 
semiconductors [Weinreich (1956)]. Also, the generation of ultrasonic waves via 
electron-phonon interactions was theoretically predicted by Tolpygo and Uritskii in 
1956. Thenceforth there has been considerable interest in phonon generation using 
electronic transitions between two electronic states, where the phonon frequency 
corresponds to the energy difference between the electronic states involved.
From the experimental and practical points of view, phonon generation due to
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electronic transitions may provide a tunable ultrasonic source because the phonon 
frequency depends on the energy difference between the electronic levels undergoing 
the transition. From the theoretical point of view, the characteristics of phonon 
generation in a system can give clues for fundamental understanding on electronic 
structure, electron-phonon coupling, phonon dispersion in the system, and so on. 
Hutson and coworkers [Hutson et al (1961)] achieved experimentally the amplifica­
tion of ultrasonic waves in a piezoelectric crystal by using a dc drift-field pulse. The 
concept of the amplification of acoustic phonons has been extended to semimetals 
using magnetoresistance, which is an electrical resistance due to electron-phonon 
interactions under the application of electric and magnetic fields [Esaki (1962), 
Dumke and Haering (1962)]. Pomerantz (1964) observed phonon amplification in 
germanium; in this case, the deformation potential plays an important role in the 
electron-phonon interaction. Direct generation of ultrasound by electromagnetic 
radiation in metals has also been studied by several authors [Houck et al (1967), 
Chimenti et al (1974), Ram Mohan et al (1979), Feyder et al (1982)].
There has been a lot of research on phonon generation in low-dimensional 
electronic systems after the pioneering experimental work by Hcnsel and coworkers 
on the electron-phonon interactions in 2D Si inversion layers. They measured the 
absorption of the ballistic phonons by the 2DEG [Hensel et al (1982, 1983a, 1983b, 
1984)]. A spectral analysis of the phonons emitted from a 2DEG has recently 
been achieved both theoretically [Toombs et al (1987), Badalian and Levinson 
(1991, 1992), Kitagawa and Tamura (1992), Asche et al (1994)] and experimentally 
[Rothenfusser et al (1986), Challis et al (1987, 1989), Kent et al (1988), Hawker et al 
(1989, 1992), Wigmore et al (1991, 1993), Danilchenko et al (1993, 1994)] since Chin 
et al [Chin et al (1984)] observed phonons generated from 2DEG in a GaAs/AlGaAs 
heterojunction using a bolometer as a detector. In the experiments, they investi­
gated the features of the transverse phonons and the longitudinal phonons by the 
time-of-flight method. The experimental peculiarities of phonons generated from a 
2DEG are as follows: (1) no LA phonon signal in the [100] direction (TA/LA~12 
when allowing for phonon focusing), (2) weak LA signal compared with TA signal 
near 6 = 30° for a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction, and (3) TA signal is generally
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greater than LA signal for Si MOSFETS, a GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction, and 
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum  wells.
To fully describe the phonon generation via electron-phonon interactions 
in a solid, it is im portant to have some crucial information such as the deforma­
tion potential, piezoelectric coupling, and electron distribution, while to describe 
the transport processes, it is necessary to have complicated information such as 
deformation potential processes, polar scattering processes, piezoelectric scattering 
processes, im purity scattering processes, electron-electron scattering processes, etc. 
Therefore, it is more straightforward to study the phonon generation rather than 
the transport processes for research on the electron-phonon interaction.
1.4 Scope of the thesis
In this thesis, electron-acoustic-phonon interactions in several situations 
will be considered rather than the other type of electron-phonon interactions (i.e. 
electron-optical-phonon interactions). The interaction between localized-electrons 
and bulk-like phonons will be studied rather than the interactions between localized- 
electrons and localized phonons. This work will concentrate on the features of the 
phonon emissions arising from electronic transitions in semiconductor heterostruc­
tures and will a ttem pt to explain experimental results using feasible models for 
the electron-phonon interaction. In Chapter 2, a feasible model Hamiltonian will 
be reviewed for electrons, phonons, and electron-phonon interactions in solids. As 
usual, we choose the adiabatic approximation where the processes take place slowly 
enough tha t the system under consideration remains almost in equilibrium without 
a change in entropy. Chapter 3 will deal with general treatm ents and character­
istics of electron-acoustic-phonon interactions due to deformation potential and 
piezoelectric couplings. This review is necessary to examine further details in later 
Chapters. The dependence of the deformation potential on the dimensionality of 
the solid will be studied in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, the intensity of 
phonons em itted from an electron gas will be studied where the surface and inter­
face effects are taken into account by using the elastic Green’s functions. In the 
last Chapter, a summary is provided with suggestion for future work.
CHAPTER 2
The Hamiltonian for Solids
2.1 Introduction to the model Hamiltonian for solids
Basically, the complete way to investigate the properties of solids would be the 
quantum-mechanical treatment, based on solving the Schrödinger equation of the 
system concerned. Unfortunately, it is not possible to exactly solve the Schrödinger 
equation of any solid system because in any system there are an enormous number 
of particles(~ 1023) and several complicated interactions between them. One or 
more approximations are therefore essential in any investigation of the properties 
of a solid. Before introducing any approximation, it is important to construct a 
proper Hamiltonian for the solid. For completeness, we discuss some very basic 
aspects of electrons, phonons, and their interaction in the following sections.
The Hamiltonian of a solid is made up of the kinetic energy of all particles in 
the solid and their interaction energies. The electrons in the solid can usually be 
classified into two groups [Madelung (1978)]—the valence electrons which mediate 
the chemical bond, and the core electrons which are tightly bound in the closed 
shells of the lattice ions and which scarcely influence the properties of the solid. 
Therefore, we can approximately consider the valence electrons and the lattice ions 
as independent constituents. A suitable model of the total Hamiltonian for the 
solid is then [Haug (1972)]
on T Tfgi T ^~(-ion—el •> (2 . 1)
t
P 2
2 Me T ^  ] U o n — ion(IU/ < / '
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and
where is the momentum of the i-th ion, Mi is the mass of i-th ion, and Vion is 
the interaction of the collection of ions, which is assumed to be through the direct 
ion-ion coupling Vion-ion(R^ — R*/) that depends only on the distance between pairs 
of ions. Here we neglect ion-ion interactions beyond two body interaction. Vt\ is the 
interaction of the valence electrons via the Coulomb interaction. Tiion-ei describes 
the interaction between the electrons and ions. In this approximation, we have 
neglected the structure of ions and coupling between the closed-shell electrons on 
different ions. It is not possible to rigorously solve the Schrödinger equation for 
the total Hamiltonian (2.1). There are several possible choices of approximations, 
depending on the physical circumstances and the behaviour of the solid to be stud­
ied. Following Born and Oppenheimer [e.g. see Haug (1972), Jones and March 
(1973)], the total Hamiltonian can be divided into two components—that dealing 
with the motion of the valence electrons together with stationary ions, and that 
dealing with the motion of the ions. From the viewpoint of the electrons, the ions 
appear nearly stationary because the ions respond only slowly to a change in the 
electron configuration, while the electrons respond adiabatically to a change in the 
positions of the ions [Jones and March (1973)]. So the Schrödinger equation for the 
electrons can be approximated by
in which the coordinates {R^} of the ions are taken as fixed parameters, and where 
he stands for all the quantum numbers describing the electrons. The wavefunctions 
form a complete set in r space. Therefore the total wavefunction can be
nc{{r,}, {R*})<M{r,}, {Rf}) = £*({R€})M {r ,} , {R<}), (2.2)
with
n e ( { r,}, {R,}) = Ki({r,}) + r,}, {R<})
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expanded in terms of the
Vtot = X ^ a(«, {R^})^«({r2}, {R/}).
K
where A denotes all the quantum  numbers for the total ions. The total Schrödinger 
equation is now given by
'hCtot'&tot — Stot^tot- (2.3)
Taking the inner product with 4>* of both sides of equation (2.3), we have
(Id-ion +  Sk)<~p a (k, {R^}) + C,kk'({R^})v:,a(/c/5 { R 4 ) — ZtotTa(*0 {R^})? (2.4)
K 1
where
C ^({R ,}) -  AkkI({R,}) + BKK.({R/}),
with
*«-({»<}) = -  E  ^
The first term  (Tiion +  £«) in the left side of equation (2.4) is the effective Hamil­
tonian Tip of the ions which is given by
T ip  — Tion  +  Tdon +  £« =  T ion +  V ? J J .
The second term  in the left side of equation (2.4) corresponds to the electron- 
phonon interactions which can be ignored in the adiabatic approximation. Thus 
the Schrödinger equation for the total system in the adiabatic approximation is 
given by
TCP<Pa(«, {R<?}) =  £t0*(A)^A(«h {R^})- (2.5)
2.2 Phonons
The Schrödinger equation (2.5) describes the motion of the ions which is 
governed by the effective potential VfJJ . The electrons are treated as instantaneous 
objects because they respond so quickly to the motion of the ions that their states
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are always a function of the positions of the ions. So far we have used to refer 
to the positions of the ions in which t  stands for the lattice position and the basis 
atom positions together. Generally, the positions of the ions in a solid with N  unit 
cells and r basis atoms in each unit cell, can be described by
R to =  4  R a , ( £ = 1 , —  , iV ; a  =  l , - - - , r )
where R^ is the Bravais lattice vector and R a denotes the vector from the Bravais 
lattice site to the a th  basis atom. Let us now consider a small ionic displacement 
from the equilibrium position R^a :
R &*(0 — R &* +  U (2 -6 )
with
U fo =  +  U a ,
where is the displacement of the cell as a whole and ua is a relative displacement 
of the a-th  basis atom. From equation (2.6) we have
— V Uf,
Thus the kinetic energy of the ions is given by
Tw«. = E ^ r«L, (2-7)
ia i Z
where M a is the mass of the a th  basis atom and i is a Cartesian coordinate index. 
We expand the total potential energy of the ions in a Taylor series in powers of 
the displacement u^ai and term inate the expansion at the first non-vanishing term  
within the harmonic approximation. The first term  in the expansion is a constant 
corresponding to the static equilibrium energy and may be chosen as zero in the 
dynamics of lattice vibrations.
= V £"(R ?J + \ E  (2.8)
Z ia i  
i 'a 'i '
with
i 'a 'i ' /id 0 ,p0 \
Via i y ^ i a i ^ i ' a ' ) du£aidu£ia>i' ueal=0 ’
(2.9)
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where is called atomic force constant (coupling constant) which is the force
in the z-direction on the a th  atom in the £th unit cell when the a /th  atom in the 
Uth cell is displaced by unit distance in the z'-direction. The equation of motion is 
derived classically from equations (2.7) and (2.8)
M aiila, = -  = "  E  (2.10)
O U tai
The coupling constants have the following properties:
(1) Because V i s  a second-order differential, equation (2.9) gives
y j l 'a 'i '  __  -\)lai
’'lo ti — Vl ,a ,i'
( 2 has lattice translational invariance which means tha t depends only
on (R° — R° =  R j j  and not on R°, R° separately. Thus we have
V £ f ' =  V (m )ä ,
(3) Under a rigid body displacement of the lattice (z.e., all U£ai are independent of 
£: a ) , there is no acceleration. Therefore, from equation (2.10) we have
E e '  =  y v K r  =  o
la  rna
Let us now consider a periodic solution of the equation of motion (2.10),
utai =  —d=-u>o,'(q)e'(q'R°-“<* (2.11)
v -M. (X
where u>a;(q) is independent of R°. Substituting equation (2.11) into equation 
(2.10), we obtain
^ oi(q) =  E  - 7 = ^ = = V " ''e iq 'R?'-RS>u;0.,,(q) = £  ^ '( q j w ^ t q )  (2.12)
l 'a ' i '  V  M a M a ' a>i,
where
Dai (q)
1
\J MaMai
£  v £ f  V q-(R? '-R?' =
l'
1
\J MaMai
E  V(m)S;*'e*q'Ry (2.13)
and has the Hermitian property
DaJ ’(q) =  D°J(- q )  =  ^ ’’ (q).
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The equations (2.12) give the secular equation
- = 0,
involving a 3r x 3r determinant which has 3r eigenvalues, u;A(q)(A = l , --- ,3r) .  
The eigenvalues correspond to the longitudinal and transverse acoustic waves when 
the lattice has one basis in the unit cell, and in addition, the longitudinal and 
transverse optical waves when the lattice has more than one basis in the unit cell. 
The equation
cj =  u A(q) (A =  1, • • •, 3r)
is called the phonon dispersion relation of the solid. Since D®'/ {q) is Hermitian, 
the eigenvalues are real
wA<q) =  “ A(-q)> (2-14)
which implies time reversal symmetry. To each ur\(q) corresponds an eigenvector 
eli (q) satisfying
“ \(q)eiA q) = S  ■Dm‘,(q)eiv(q)- (2-15)
a 'i'
The eigenvectors contain a suitable phase factor depending on a to describe 
the motion of the different atoms in the unit cell. They are complex, and obey 
both orthonormality and completeness relations:
Y  em)>K(q)em- ](q) =  <$AA' (orthonormality) (2.16)
ai
Y  e^'}*(q)e^,(q) = 6aa>6u> (completeness).
A
Multiplying equation (2.15) by e^*(q) and summing over a and i with the use of 
the orthonormality, we obtain
w a (<1 )  =  I ] e i A; ) * ( q ) I > “ ' ' ' ( q ) e ^ ( q ) .
a 'i 'ai
For the displacement we now have a solution of the equation of motion (2.10),
u (A) =
1
e^A)(q )e i(q'R°~u'A(q)*). (2.17)
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Any lattice displacement is a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the dynamical 
m atrix
«fai =  _7 ^ F ^ <5 ^ q ’^ e“d <3)e’qR ° > (2-18)y / l \ M a qA
where Q\(c[,t) f°r different q  and A are called normal coordinates, including the 
time-dependent exponential factor in equation (2.17). Since the displacement U(ai 
must be real, we have
=  e i h - q ) < 3 A ( - q , 0 -
This is satisfied by the requirements
em*(q) = eS }(-q )  and Q\(<bt) = (2.19)
Let us now consider the effective Hamiltonian Ttph for the lattice vibrations
n ph = E  ^ r « L  + J  E  (2.20)
ta i  Z Z ta i
t 'a 'i '
In order to express the Hamiltonian in terms of the normal coordinates, Q \( q, £), 
we need the following condition in addition to the equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), 
(2.16), and (2.19)
E  ei(q+q,)-R? = « E  (2.21)
t Gm
where G m is a reciprocal lattice vector, and any phonon wave vector (z.e. q  and 
q') must be inside the first Brillouin zone. Because q  +  q ' can not equal a nonzero 
reciprocal lattice vector, we have only q  -f q ' =  0 in equation (2.21). Thus the 
Hamiltonian Ttph becomes
Kph = \  q> 0ÖA(q, t) +  ^ ( q ) Q j ( q ,  *)] (2-22)
qA
The coupled Hamiltonian (2.20) is now replaced by the decoupled Hamiltonian 
(2.22). From the Lagrangian L =  T  — V , the conjugate momentum P\(c[,t) is 
given by
d L
Cx(q ><) = ax;, = <?A(q.<)dQl(q,t)
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Thus the Hamiltonian (2.20) can be written
n ph = \  X ][PA (q, 0 PA(q, t) +  u x(q)Qx(q, t )Q x(q, *)]
qA
and the equation of motion from Px(q, t)  = —d7iph /dQ x( q , t ) is
Qx(qH)-\-^l{q)Q\(qH)  =  0
which is just a simple harmonic oscillator of frequency cj\(q). Introducing creation 
and annihilation operators aj^(q), o>\(q) for phonons by
Q*(q, t) = + d ( - q ) e _“ *(q)‘] (2-23)
P M  = ( - q ) e - ^ (q)< -  aA(q )e^«D '] 
the Hamiltonian (2.22), is given by
Wpk = E
qA
a l(q )aA(q) + ^ x ( q ) ,
in which the creation and annihilation operators for the phonons satisfy the com­
m utation relations,
[f l A ( q ) j  )] — ^A.A'^q.q'
and the total energy of phonon system is given by
£pk =  E « ’ + b ^ x (q ) , E  < A)
qA ^ qA
where riq^ is the phonon occupation number and Nph is the total number of phonons 
in the system. For a system in therm al equilibrium, the average number of phonons 
in the state (q, A) is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution
< niA) > = 1e hux(q) /kBT _  I
and the average energy due to phonons in the state (q, A) is
< Eph(ux(q)) > =  (< n P) > + i) /k u A(q)
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2.3 Electrons in solids
Let us first consider the ground state of Ne electrons in a solid when the ions 
are in their equilibrium positions {R°}. From equation (2.2) the Hamiltonian for 
the N  electrons in the solid is given by
* .  = E  £  + £  K°(r.) + E  ^  (2-24)
i  % i < j  I i i q  I
with
q°(r,) =  E K » n -e i ( r , -R ? ) .
I
If we choose a wavefunction $ of Tie as a determinant (Slater determinant)
* ( ! , - • • ,We)
1
v ^ T
l^(l*l,CTl) 
i p N e { ri,cri)
^i(rjve,^Ne)
^ N e i ^ N e ,  &Ne)
where cr indicates the spin of the electron, then using the variational principle we 
can write the one-electron Schrödinger equation in the Hartree-Fock form,
- £ v 2 + v » - e /
Pi*') ~ PnF(r,r') 
|r — r'|
dr' ^ n ( r )  =  EnxJjn(r) (2.25)
with
Hr) = - e E lV ’n(r)!2 (2.26)
n
pHFn (r, r')
Y' f e ( r ')V,n(r')V’;(r)^n '(r)
T  Ä(r)V’n(r)
spin||
(2.27)
where p(r) is the electron density and p^F{r, r') is the exchange charge density. 
The one-electron Schrödinger equation can self-consistently be solved using equa­
tions (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) with the exchange interaction. Furthermore, taking 
into account the correlation interaction in addition to the exchange interaction, 
the Schrödinger equation can self-consistently be solved using the density func­
tional theory (e.g. local density functional theory). Generally, the one-electron 
Schrödinger equation in the solid is described by
V>n(r) = Enipn( r) (2.28)
- 2 ^ V2 + V»
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where H(r) contains not only the periodic potential Ve° due to the ions alone, but 
also effects due to the interaction of the electron with all the other electrons (e.g., 
the third term  of equation (2.25) in the HF approximation). The effective one- 
electron potential in the solid has the periodicity of the underlying Bravais lattice 
with lattice vector R°;
V(r  + R°) =  V(r) =  £  V‘f / (r -  ,
icy.
where is the effective interaction of an electron with both a ion and the other 
electrons. The eigenfunctions of the one-electron Hamiltonian are generally given 
as Bloch functions with a spin wavefunction x ^ )?
< /w (r)  =  elk‘rwnka (r)x (^ ) (2-29)
with
unk(T(r + R°) =  unka(r) for any R ? ,
and the corresponding eigenvalues have the form E no{k) where n denotes the band 
index, a the spin, and k the wave vector of the electron. In this one-electron approx­
imation, the electrons in the solid occupy one-electron states. Introducing creation 
and annihilation operators c^k(T, cnka for the electrons, the system of electrons can 
be described by
CnkoVWr) , ^  = '£ ,  Ci k < r C k < r ( r )  ,
nka nk<7
which give the appropriate Bloch wave second-quantized Hamiltonian for the elec­
trons
Tie — E ncr (k)cnk£7cnkCT .
nkcr
Here the creation and annihilation operators satisfy the anticom m utation relations
{ Cnkcr i Cn 'k la ' 1 =  r^a.n'^ k.k' ^ a ,a ' •
The total energy of the electrons in the solid is given by
£e =  J 2£» (kKk„
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with
nk a
where N e is the total number of electrons and n®ko. is the electron occupation 
number. If the electrons are in therm al equilibrium, the average number of electrons 
in the Bloch state (n, k, <r) is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
n nka  = <  Cnk a Cnka > =  e [(#nCT(k) - E F) /k BT] _j_ ]_ 
where Ep  is the Fermi energy and T  is the tem perature.
2.4 Electron-phonon interactions in solids
Let us now consider the electron-phonon interactions whose Hamiltonian is 
included in equation (2.4). In fact, the electron-phonon interaction term  in equation 
(2.4), which was neglected in the adiabatic approximation, plays a m ajor role in 
properties other than the energy eigenvalues of the ions, e.g. the transport of charge 
carriers, phonon emission, etc. In addition, there are some unusual effects tha t arise 
when electrons move in systems of reduced dimensionality. The electron-phonon 
interaction in the solid determines the m atrix element for a simultaneous transition 
of the ions and the electrons
M ( A ',/c';A ,«) =  J v*AI( E , R t ) C KK'(Ile)¥A(K,Re)dR£, (2.30)
where ( ^ ( ^ R ^ )  is a solution of equation (2.5). However, this approach has the 
disadvantage tha t the eigenfunctions >^a(/c, R^) depend on the ionic positions, which 
are vibrating, and the determination of the R*) is very difficult. We therefore
need an alternative method that uses a fixed set of eigenfunctions. Let us consider 
an idealized system in which the ions are fixed in their equilibrium positions, and 
the energy levels k) and eigenfunctions ^ ( k ,  r) are determined in a one-electron 
approximation. The small ionic displacement due to lattice vibrations gives rise 
to a change in the potential energy of an electron from tha t with the ions in their 
equilibrium positions. We can expand the potential energy of an electron in powers 
of the displacement up to the linear term
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V(r) = E  -  R&0 = E  [V5"(r -  R ?J -  • W e'" ( r  -  R °J
la la
= V°(r)  -  E  u <« ' V V ‘/ f (r -  R ° J .
la
The second term  on the right is the Hamiltonian for the electron-phonon interaction. 
Thus the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian is given by
H ep = 8V(r) =  V (r) -  V »  =  ~ E « f a -  V ^ " ( r  - « & ,) •  (2-31)
£a
In order to find the m atrix element of the electronic transition from (n, k, <r) to 
(n ^ k ', cr'), it is convenient to express V*/* as a Fourier series,
v : / f (r -  R ° J  =  E  (K)e*K-<r - R?>. (2.32)
K
From equations (2.18), (2.23), and (2.32), the electron-phonon interaction Hamil­
tonian (2.31) can be w ritten as
Hcv = -  E  - 7 ^ =  E  Cx(q)e*(<1- K)'R?e«(q ) • (t/c)Ve!" (« )e iK r .
la V ^ M a  qA
Summing over f  and using the relation
E ' ! M t !  =  T W G . ,
I Gm
where G m denotes a reciprocal lattice vector, we can calculate the m atrix element 
of the transition from (n ,k ,( j)  to (n', k',cr');
< n ' ,k ' , ( j ' \H ep\n ,k ,(T > =  J  il>*,kl(7l(r)Hepipnk<T(r )d r .
Thus, using equation (2.23) for Q a(h) we can write H ep for a normal process 
(G m=0) in second-quantized form as
H e p  ^  \ f f e p \ l p  >   ^ M \ a n a ' n ' ] t q [ Q J\ ( Q )  T  C lA( H )]c n/jc_|_qcr/Cn ]t(7
Acrner'n'kq
where
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‘ Acmij'n'kq = -*E JV7» •Kif/(q)[q- 4 A)(q)l2M „o>A(q )
X /  u»',q+ka'(r K ,k< A r ) < X ( 0  I X M  > * •
L e t us now  ca lcu la te  th e  p ro b a b ility  o f an e le c tro n ic  tra n s it io n  fro m  a s ta te  |k  >  
to  a s ta te  |k  -j- q  >  in  th e  same e le c tro n ic  band and th e  sp in  conserva tion  process. 
U s ing  F e rm i’s go lden ru le  the  tra n s it io n  p ro b a b ility  is g iven  by
Onr A 2
W(i -> / )  =  —  |< S\Hep\i >| S(Ef -  Ei).
U sing  th e  fo llo w in g  m a tr ix  e lem ents
^  77k+q d~ ^  nq  ^  ^lck+q Ck GA(q) |77k + q ’ 77k> 77q  ^ >
=  ^ ( 1  “ n k+q )n k n q } 5 E f  -  E i =  E ( k  +  q ) -  £ ( k )  -  h u x(q )
(fo r a bso rp tion  o f a phonon)
and
<  n k+q +  -  ! ; n -q  +  1 ICk+qCk®^- q ) ln k-H|) n k i n -q  >
=  \ / ( !  -  n k + q )n k (n<-q  +  ! )  > Ei ~ Ei = E(k +  q )  -  # ( k ) +  ft^ A(q )  
(fo r em ission o f a phonon)
we have
W {  k
w here
1 \ 27T
k + q) = T ■ Akq (1  -  " k + q ) n k { n q  ^ ( £ ( k  +  q )  -  £ ( k ) -  ß w A( q ) )
+ ( n -q  +  l)< 5 (£ (k  +  q )  -  E ( k )  +  ftw A( q ) ) }
M xk*  =  (q ) [q  • e “A)(q)1
x  J  wq + k (r )wk ( r ) d r .
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2.5 Effect of dimensionality on the electronic bands of a solid
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the dimensionality of a solid means the dimension 
in which the charge carriers in the solid are free to move. The dimension may be less 
than tha t of the bulk semiconductor (3D) due to quantum  confinement produced at 
interfaces between different semiconductors as in semiconductor heterostructures. 
This Section deals with the effect of dimensionality on the electronic band structure 
of these heterostructures. For a heterostructure with no free charge carries, it 
generally suffices to use the envelope function method, which is a textbook quantum  
mechanics problem [Bastard (1988)], using a known band line-up from the bulk 
band structure of of the material. For heterostructures with free charge carriers 
e.g., modulation-doped heterostructures, self-consistent calculations are required.
Here we consider a heterostructure whose potential depends only on the x 3- 
direction, as in 2D systems, and whose states are built up from the same extrem a in 
both types of layers. However, if the heterostructure is built from the different band 
extrem a in the two layers, we can not use the envelope function approximation but 
use microscopic methods such as tight-binding or pseudopotential method. Once 
the eigenstates of the bulk semiconductors, which compose the heterostructure, 
are known, the electronic band structure of the heterostructure can be determined 
from the envelope function framework [Bastard (1988)]. In the envelope function 
framework, the electron wave function can be expressed in terms of the Bloch 
functions of the edge (e.g. ko) under consideration
where A 0 is the area of the sample and k (| is the 2D wave vector measured from 
the band extrem a k0. Then the envelope wave function («(^3 ) satisfies the one­
dimensional Schrödinger and Poisson equations:
V’M = F  A = e’k"'r“n,k„(r)C„( 3^)
n V A 0
h2 d 1 d
2 d x 3 m , (x
(2.33)
(2.34)
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where Vc(x3) is the confinement potential and Vs.c(^3 ) is the self-consistent poten­
tial. The energy eigenvalue and electron charge density are given by
^ n ( k | | )  — ^ n , k o  T  E n + 2m*(x3)
with
p(x3) =  —e[ ^  nn I Cn(^s) I2 + N a (^3 ) -  N f  (ar3)] ,
n occupied
_ (  (m* IcbT / ttH2) ln[l +  e ^ F En)/kBT] if T  ^  0 
n" =  i (m*J*K2)(EF -  En)Q(EF if T  0 ’
(2.35)
where n n is the areal concentration of electrons in the n-th subband, and 
are the acceptor and donor concentrations respectively, Ep  is the Fermi energy of 
the electrons, i?n,k0 is the n-th band edge energy at the zone centre, and E n is 
the n-th subband energy. The dependence of the effective mass m* on position is 
hardly distinguishable from the band non-parabolicity of host materials [Bastard 
(1988)]. In a parabolic band approximation, the energy eigenvalues are given by
with
En{ k||) — £n,k0 + En + ^K.E.
r i2  D  _  n  7.2 
^K.E. —
(2.36)
2 ml *31 >
where the subband energy En satisfies
h2 d2
+  Vc(x3) C n ( ^  3 )  E n ( ^ n { x  3 )
2m* dx \
and m* is the in-plane effective mass in the n-th subband, defined by
1
(2.37)
“ T  = /  d^3 I Cn(^ s) Tm* J m i x s ) '
The confinement potential may be expressed as
K (z3) =  A E cf ( x 3) +  Vs.c(^3 ) +  vxc(x3) (2.38)
where f ( x 3) depends on the grading effect of the interface in the heterostructure 
and Vxc(x3) is the exchange-correlation potential. A simple analytic form of the 
exchange-correlation potential, which was parameterised from the local-density- 
functional theory [Hedin and Lundqvist, (1971)], has been used for several het­
erostructures such as GaAs-Ga1_;rAlxAs heterojunctions [Stern and Das Sarma
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(1984)], GaAs-Gax-^Al^As quantum wells [Marmorkos and Das Sarma (1993)], and 
5-doped AlGaAs-GaAs-AlGaAs single quantum wells [Xu and Mahanty (1994a)]. 
The analytic form of the exchange-correlation potential (in units of the effective 
Rydberg, Ry* = (e2/8tt£clb ) is given by
Vxc(x3) = -[1 4- 0.7734^ ln(l + — )] —
z 1 rs 7rctrs
(2.39)
with
• - ( * ) '
_ i
V "  = rs[x3) = l - 7 T aB n(x3)
Here aB = (iTT£h2/m*e2) is the effective Bohr radius. The electronic band struc­
ture can be evaluated self-consistently through the equations (2.33), (2.34), (2.35), 
(2.38), and (2.39).
In Si surface inversion layers and modulation doped GaAlAs/GaAs hetero­
junctions, the band bending has a quasi-triangular shape near the surface and the 
interface. In these cases, we can use a triangular potential approximation. The 
simplest approach to the confinement potential is the exact triangular potential 
which gives a constant electric field Fs and an exact solution for the wave functions 
[Stern (1972), Ando et al (1982)]:
Vc(x 3 ) -
oo for £3 < 0
eFsx3 for x3 > 0
F, =
e(Adepi + Ns)/£a at the interface
eAdepiI&A the depletion layer contribution only
e( Adept + As/2 ) /  £ a average field in the inversion layer
(2.40)
(2.41)
(n{x 3)+t = Ai /2<eFsy /3
V h2 X 3  ~ eF*
where Ns and Adept are the areal electron concentrations in the inversion layer 
and the depletion charge concentration in the depletion layer of the well region 
respectively, and where £a is the dielectric constant in the well side, and Ai is the 
Airy function. Then the energy eigenvalues are approximately given by
1/3
En «
2 ml
\^KeFs(n + 3/4)
2 /3
rz = 0,1,2,* (2.42)
**In equation (2.3) of reference [Marmorkos and Das Sarma, (1993)], there is a misprint. The 
superscript in the equation should read —
There is a misprint in the reference [Ando et al (1982)]. The agument of the Airy function 
in equation (3.23) of the reference should read ( 2mfi*2eF) ^  (z — f f i )
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Furthermore, a simple analytic variational wave function method using the Fang- 
Howard trial wave function [Fang and Howard (1966)] is available. In Si inversion 
layers, a triangular well with an infinite barrier is most widely used [Ando et al 
(1982)] with the Fang-Howard wave function:
{ (63/2 )1/2£3exp( —
for x 3 <  0 
bx3/2) for £3 >  0
From the minimization of the total energy per electron, we have the lowest subband 
energy E 0 for the exact triangular potential model (2.40);
with
h2b2 3eF<
u 8m* ^ b
/6m *eFs x 1 /3
"  v  h2 )
(2.43)
(2.44)
and for the quasi-triangular potential Vc{x3) — Vd(x3) +  Vs(x3) +  V/(x3) which is 
given in the reference [Ando et al (1982)], we have
F _  h 2b2 3e27Vdepi
^0 — x—r +8m* eAb
6e2Na 33 e
( -
e2b
EAb2 16e^6 e a T eb \2>2itea
with
b =
I2m*ze2 1 1 .. '
--------- —  (A^depl +  —  A^s)
1 / 3
(2.45)
(2.46)
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where N a is the acceptor charge concentrations and Eb is the dielectric constant 
in the barrier region. The image potential contribution (i.e. V/, the last term  in 
equation (2.45)) and a part of the depletion layer potential contribution {i.e. the 
third term  in equation (2.45)) are neglected to find the minimization param eter b 
in equation (2.46).
In modulation doped GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunctions [see Figure 2.1], pene­
tration of electrons into the GaAlAs barrier occurs because the height of the barrier 
in GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunctions is much smaller than tha t in Si inversion layers. 
The modified Fang-Howard wave function used for GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunctions 
is then [Ando (1982), Bastard (1984, 1988)]:
w \ _  f M ' exp{b'x3/2) for £3 <  0
' 1 M{xs  +  z0) exp(—6x3/2) for x 3 > 0
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Here M , M ', and zq can be determined from the usual boundary and normalization 
conditions in terms of the two independent variational parameters, b and b'. As an 
approximation, the standard wave-function penetration in the barrier, 6', has been 
taken in the form [Bastard (1988)]:
VACUUM LEVEL
o-o-e-oo-G-
2 DEG
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GaAs E |
oooooooooooopo
n-type
GaAlAs
Figure 2.1: Band-extrema configurations in a selectively modulation-doped 
GaAlAs/GaAs single heterojunction (A) before charge transfer (B) after 
charge transfer. Ec and Ev are the conduction- and valence- band edges. 
Eo and Ei are the subbands, and Ep is the Fermi energy. E* and E?g are 
the band gaps in GaAlAs and GaAs, respectively. AEC and AEV are the 
conduction band offset and the valence band offset.
b' = 2i
'2m BA E c
where m*B is the effective mass in GaAlAs layer. From the boundary and normal­
ization conditions, we have
zo b +  b'(m*A/m B)
M  = I —
iy1/2
2 1 4- bzo -f 2 ^ Z 0  f l  +  y  
M ' -  M zq
- 1/2
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where m*A is the effective mass in GaAs layer. Then we obtain the lowest subband 
energy as
where the variational param eter b is determined from the following minimization 
condition of the total energy per electron:
The modulation doping technique makes it possible to obtain conducting 
charge carriers in high-purity, -mobility, and -performance semiconductor devices 
due to the spatial separation between charge carriers in the channel and im purity 
atoms in the barrier material. However, the charge mobility is limited by several 
scattering mechanisms whose contributions to the mobility can be determined by 
using electronic wave functions as mentioned above, and interaction Hamiltonians 
depending on scattering mechanisms. One of the im portant mechanisms is the 
electron-phonon interaction which is more im portant in phonon emissions from 
electronic transitions in low-dimensional system. The effect of electron-phonon 
coupling on low-dimensionality will be discussed in Chapter 4.
where
CHAPTER 3
Electron-acoustic Phonon Coupling
3.1 Introduction
Low-dimensional systems have the interesting applicability both to basic 
research (e.g. 2D physics, quantum Hall effect, etc.) and to high-performance 
devices (e.g. MOSFET, HEMT, TEGFET, etc) [Weisbuch (1987)]. It therefore 
becomes very important to understand the various basic mechanisms related to the 
physical properties in low-dimensional systems. As pointed out in Chapter 1 one of 
the most important mechanisms is the electron-acoustic phonon interaction which 
is closely related to the electron mobility and the mechanical wave (i.e. phonon) 
generation in low-dimensional systems. We shall consider the problems of electron- 
acoustic phonon couplings in the context of phonon generation.
In semiconductors whose lattices lack inversion symmetry such as GaAs, CdS, 
and ZnO, both the deformation potential coupling and the piezoelectric coupling 
play an important role in the electron-acoustic phonon interaction [Mahan (1972, 
1990), Ridley (1993)]. In general, the relative strengths of the couplings vary from 
material to material. For example, it has been found that in n-doped GaAs the 
piezoelectric coupling does not dominate because electric fields are shielded out by 
free charge carriers to nearly within the Debye length [Kaufmann et al (1994)]. In 
the long wavelength region, the screening due to conduction electrons contributes 
quite significantly to the phonon frequencies, while the screening in the short wave­
length region does not [Agarwal and Kachhava (1993)].
In this Chapter, we shall discuss electron-acoustic phonon coupling when free 
electrons are undergoing electronic transitions in piezoelectric semiconductors. We
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shall also discuss the relations between this coupling and the equations of motion 
for the acoustic (or elastic) and electric fields. First, we consider the basic equa­
tions, which will be used in the following Sections, for the electron-acoustic phonon 
interactions. When acoustic waves are generated due to electronic transitions in 
non-piezoelectric semiconductors such as Si and Ge, the total Lagrangian density 
in a quasistatic approximation can be separated into the elastic kinetic part Ck , 
the elastic potential part Cl , the electric part Co, and the deformation potential 
coupling part Cd in the following form:
with
and
=  Ck  + Cl + Cd +  Cd (3.1)
1 ( 3 u \ 2
C,< -  2 pm ^ dt j (3.2)
r-L =  : u (3.3)
CD = l E - D - / > f V (3-4)
Cd =  —ne(r, f)E : u (3.5)
E =  — V<p V • D =  p f  =  —e n e ,
where pm is the mass density of the material, u is the displacement vector, u the 
second rank strain tensor*, T  the second rank stress tensor, E  the electric field 
vector, D the electric displacement vector, p f  the free electron density, (p the elec­
trostatic potential, ne the number density of electrons undergoing the transition, 
and where E is the second rank deformation potential tensor. Double dot product 
represents summation over pairs of subscripts [see, e.p., equation (3.35)]. For a 
piezoelectric material, the stress tensor and the electric displacement vector, which 
will be discussed in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, are expressed as
T  =  C E : u - E . h , (3.6)
D = £ ' E +  fe (3.7)
*In this thesis, an under-tilde stands for a tensor [cf. upper-tilde as in equation (3.19)].
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where h is the third rank piezoelectric tensor and CE is the fourth rank elastic 
tensor at constant electric field. From equations (3.1) through (3.7), the Lagrangian 
density for the piezoelectric semiconductor, when electronic transitions occur, may 
be expressed in the form
C = \pm  ( -77-^ — - ( C E : u) : u +  E • h : u 
2 \ d t )  2 V~  ~  ~  ~
+  — n eH : u . (3.8)
In the next section the thermodynamic functions and therm al variables will be 
discussed. Section 3.3 deals with continuum approximation for lattice vibrations. 
In Section 3.4 we give a brief discussion of interface effects on acoustic waves. 
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 deal with deformation potential and piezoelectric couplings, 
respectively. Finally, we give brief comments on electron-phonon couplings in low 
dimensions in Section 3.7.
3.2 Thermodynamic functions and thermal variables
There are several possible choices for thermodynamic functions depending on 
the independent variables of interest. The Gibbs function G and the electric Gibbs 
function* G 2 are most frequently used for a piezoelectric crystal [Mason (1966)]. Let 
us choose the electric Gibbs function in which the stresses, electric displacements, 
and the entropy are the dependent variables while the strains, electric fields, and 
tem perature are the independent ones. In this case, we may express the electric 
Gibbs function and its differential form as
G 2 — U — EmDm — o T
dG2 = Tijduij — DmdEm — crdT (3-9)
where U is the internal energy, E m are the components of the electric field, D m 
are the components of the electric displacement, o is the entropy, and T  is the 
tem perature in the crystal. From the differential form of the electric Gibbs function
*Here we follow Mason’s notations for the Gibbs functions [Mason (1966)].
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we have
T  =-1 ij
d G A
diLi j )  E r
Dm = ~
dG,
dE„
( 7  =  —
».r
<9(^ 2
~ d f
(3.10)
where the subscripts mean tha t the variables remain constant in the processes. 
Since the above dependent variables are functions of the independent variables, 
Uij, E m, and T, we have the following total differentials:
dTij =
dDm =
do =
d Eij
y d u ki J
d P m\
. duki)
( do  \
\ dm
duki +
dT,i j
E,T
duki +
E,T
duki +
d E n
dDri
d E r
do
dEn - f
dT,i j
U  ,T
dEn +
E,T
v dT )
( d D m 
\  d T  . 
' d o \
d E J ' \ d T ) B
dT ,
dT ,
dEn - f
U-E
dT. (3.11)
Using equations (3.10) and (3.11), we may write the Maxwell relations for the 
system as
(d T ,,\  E ,T
t e j .
do
E,T ö t ;
\  =  pmC»’E
dT,i j
d E n
T
d P n \
du i j )  E T
d P m
d E n
u,T
— £nm 5
hTni],
W Ä  = _  ( d o \
. ^ / u , E  V ^ u ij  /  E,T
( d P m\
AeA i j  >
<9T
da
= jÄ. (3.12)
P  rp
Here CtJ'kl denotes the elastic constant measured at constant electric field and 
tem perature, C~,E is the specific heat at constant strain and electric field, £nm is 
the dielectric constant at constant strain and tem perature, hEj is the piezoelectric 
constant at constant tem perature, AE is the therm al stress constant at constant 
electric field, and pm is the pyroelectric constant for the crystal at constant strain. 
On introducing the constants (3.12) in equation (3.11), we obtain the following 
equations:
Tii = Cjj£vkl- h & ijEm -XTj ST
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D m  =  k Tm i2 U ij  +  £ m n E n +  P m 8 T
^  =  AEufc/ +  p« £ m +  P- ^ y ~ S T .  (3.13)
For a rapidly vibrating crystal, there is no change in heat. We may therefore use 
the adiabatic condition (8Q = T8cr = 0) to eliminate 8T  from equation (3.13). This 
gives the relation between adiabatic and isothermal values of elastic, piezoelectric 
and dielectric constants as follows:
with*
r E,a _ r E,T ^ f j ^ k lT  
U ijkl  ~  U ijkl I ^ u )E ,'
Tij = C jj£ u M -  h°miJE rt
D m  —  d -  ^ r n n E j
i a  _ 7 T
n m i j  — n mi j  ~
g jP m T
(3.14)
(3.15)
U  U ™
u,(7 _  u,T PmPn-L 
£mn — £mn —
.CH-®'
Unless the crystal is pyroelectric (only the crystal classes— 1, I, 2, 2 =  m, 2 /m , 3, 
3, 4, 4, 4 /m , 6, 6, 6 /m ), the piezoelectric and dielectric constants are identical for 
isothermal and adiabatic processes.
3.3 Continuum approximation for lattice vibrations
At low tem peratures (T  <C Od ), only elastic waves (or acoustic phonons) 
with small q  (z.e. long wavelength) will be excited [Bardeen (1937)]. In such sit­
uations, the lattice can be considered to be a continuous medium which is the 
long wavelength limiting case. In this case, the lattice displacements as in (2.17) 
can be described as a slowly changing continuous displacement field u ( r ,t)  which 
corresponds to the discrete as in (2.17) at the lattice points:
u<A>(r,i) =  u ^ )e<A>(q)ei(q'r_" A(q)t)> (3.16)
where ti},'* denotes the am plitude of the displacement for a mode (A,q). Even 
though we do not have any periodic structure of positive ions in a continuum, we
*In the equations just below equation (4.21) on page 87 in reference [Mason (1966)], there is a 
misprint. The constant should read which is the specific heat at constant strain and
electric field rather than at constant stress and electric field. In the reference, the superscript T  
is used for the process at constant stress instead of X-
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can define a strain tensor associated with lattice vibrations along the lines of the 
theory of elasticity in continuous media [Landau and Lifshitz (1986)]. Furthermore, 
the equation of motion (2.10) for the discrete lattice can be reduced to the equation 
of motion of an elastic continuum in a non-piezoelectric m aterial as
- _  d (n  A
P m ^ i  /  y \ C i j k l Uk l )
j  ° X3 jkl  d x J
where general strain for small deformations is given by
1 duj du{
u" =  r-dxl +  WP'
with U{ the aq-axis component of the displacement vector u. Let us introduce the 
following simpler notations [Auld (1973)] which treat a tensor as a matrix:
S =  Vu (3.19)
with
and
( - 2 -dx\ 0 0 0
9
9x3
\
9 x2
V  = 0 d8X2 0
9
dx3 0
9
9 x i
l 0 0 d9 x 3
9
9X2
9
9 x i o /
Ü =  (uu u2,u 3)
where S , called the engineering strain, is a six component column vector [ Sr 
(r =  1,2, •••,6 )], u is a three component column vector, a bold nabla ( V)  is 
the 3 x 6  matrix-differential operator, and an upper-tilde (e.g. S) stands for a 
transposed m atrix. Using the engineering strain and equations (3.14) and (3.15), 
the Lagrangian density (3.8) for a piezoelectric semiconductor can be w ritten in 
the form
C = l s (C E S) + E(hS)
+  (eE) -  p£<p -  n e(r ,< )E S , (3.20)
or
£  =  M S )  ( | ) - ^ ( F u ) ( C E V u ) - ( ^ ) ( h V u )  
+  1 -  pc V «e(r, t) E Vu (3.21)
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with
~  _  d d d
where CE is a 6 x 6 m atrix, S is the deformation potential with the six component 
column m atrix [ Er , r= 1, 2, • • •, 6, (Si =  Hü , S 2 =  E22, S 3 =  E33, S 4 =  E23 =  E32, 
E5 =  E31 =  E 13, Eö =  E i2 =  E2i )], h is a 3 x 6 m atrix, and e is a 3 x 3 matrix. 
For cubic crystals without inversion symmetry, CE, h , and e are given by [Cady
(1946)],
/  C n C\2 C\2 0 0 0 ^
C\2 C n C\2 0 0 0
c12
0
C\2
0
C n
0
0
C\\
0
0
0
0
(3.22)
0 0 0 0 C 44 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 C 44 )
( 0 0 0 /ii4 0 0 \
= 0 0 0 0 hu 0 (3.23)
1 0 0 0 0 0 ki4 )
( 1 0 0 \
£ = £ 0 1 0 (3.24)
^ 0 0 1 )
It is easy to derive equations of motions for the elastic and electric fields using the 
Lagrangian density (3.21);
(P U - r , ---- ~ ~
'5”, ä ^ “ V (C V u + hv^  +  n«2) =  ° (3.25)
V (-H  Vu +  eVctp) +  £  =  0 (3.26)
which are Newton’s equation of motion and Poisson’s equation, respectively. From 
equation (3.7), we have the following relation for the electric field in m atrix form;
E = — \7cLp = e 1 D — e 'h Vu (3.27)
with
£  £  1 =  £  1 £  =  I
where I is the unit matrix. Therefore, the equation of motion (3.25) for the elastic 
field may be expressed as
d 2u -  ~  .........................
P m d C ~
V(CD Vu) = F(s) =  Fm  +  Fw (3.28)
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with
CD = CE + h £ “1h (3.29)
and
F(^  = V (ne2) F(p) = —V (h e -1D) (3.30)
where CD is the stiffened elastic constant which is measured under a constant 
electric displacement D, F ^  is the source force matrix via deformation potential 
couplings, and F ^  is the source force matrix via piezoelectric couplings under 
electronic transitions. The stiffened elastic constant CD is greater than the elastic 
constant CE in piezoelectric materials. Hence piezoelectric couplings enhance the 
velocity of acoustic waves. For a cubic crystal which lacks inversion symmetry, the 
stiffened elastic constant CD is given by
CD
(  Cn C12 C\2 0 0 0 \
C\2 Cn C\ 2 0 0 0
c12 C\2 Cn 0 0 0
0 0 0 C 4 4  + (h i4/e) 0 0
0 0 0 0 C 4 4  + {h\A / e ) 0
V o 0 0 0 0 C 4 4  4 - s) )
. (3.31)
Using Fourier transformations, the equation of motion (3.28) can be written
-  pmL02u(k,w) + k(CD ku(k,w)) = F<'>(k,u) -  F^(k,cu) + F^(k,cu) (3.32)
with
( h 0 0 0 ks k2 \  ^ k\ \
k = 0 h 0 k3 0 k i and k = k2
0 0 k3 k2 h 0 ) V k3 /
(3.33)
where
/ ( k,w) = I  dt I  drf(r, t)e- ‘^ r- ^ .
The source force via piezoelectric couplings can be determined using Poisson’s equa­
tion (3.26). Let us define a potential po  which satisfies Poisson’s equation;
Vc^cPD = ~Pe = e ne D = -V cp D.
Therefore, the electric displacement D in Fourier space can be written
D(k ,w) (k,w).
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Using the above relations, the source force matrices may be written in the following 
forms
F(a!)(k,cj) = zkne(k,u;)E F(p)(k,u;) = ek[h£_1(^-)ne(k,u;)]. (3.34)
/t
3.4 Surface and interface acoustic modes
The role of the localization of lattice vibrations may be significant in het­
erostructures. From the viewpoint of the long wavelength limit (continuum model 
of solids), the localization of the elastic waves at the surface of a half space or 
at the interface of two solids is determined from the elastic properties of the sys­
tem. Localized modes of elastic waves such as Rayleigh waves, Stoneley waves, 
Sezawa waves and Love waves were first studied in the context of seismology many 
years ago [Ewing et al (1957)]. With development of epitaxial crystal growth tech­
niques, the localized modes of lattice vibrations in solids became basic topics for 
scientific research and technical applications. The localization of phonons in low­
dimensional systems (e.g. Rayleigh waves near a surface [Ezawa (1971)], Stoneley 
waves near an interface [Djafari-Rouhani et al (1977a)]) is very important in the 
study of surface phonon propagation [Aleksandrov et al (1994a, 1994b)] and elec­
trical transport [Prange (1969)] through a semiconductor heterojunction, where 
the electron-phonon interaction could cause most of the scattering. Recently, the 
confined acoustic phonons within a 2DEG due to the electron-phonon interaction 
have been investigated [Kochelap and Giilseren (1993), Bannov et al (1994)].
3.5 Deformation potential coupling
The energy band structure of a solid determines the energy distribution 
of the electrons in the solid and their properties in external fields. When the Na 
identical atoms comprising the solid are far enough apart, the coupling between 
them may be weak enough that the quantum states of the system will be 7Va-fold 
degenerate. As the atoms come closer together, the wave functions of adjacent 
atoms develop significant overlap and the degenerated energy levels spread out into 
a band of levels as in Figure 3.1 [Shockley (1950)]. The electronic state occupations
En
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Figure 3.1: Dependence of energy levels on lattice constant.
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Figure 3.2: Shift of band edges with lattice spacing.
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of electrons and the band structure in a solid determine whether the solid is a metal, 
a semiconductor, or an insulator. In general, the position of the conduction and 
valence band extrem a in a semiconductor depend on the lattice spacing as in Figure 
3.2 [Nag (1972)]. Since the spacing of the lattice atoms shift when they vibrate, 
the conduction band minimum and the valence band maximum change from one 
point to another. As the lattice atoms vibrate they are displaced in position and 
at the same tim e strains are produced. In the limit in which only phonons whose 
wavelength is long compared to the lattice spacing are considered, the vibrations of 
the solid resemble those of an elastic continuum, and their effects may be described 
using the theory of elasticity. The basic concept of the theory is tha t when the solid 
is subject to a strain (tensor) u , which is a slowly varying function of position, 
there will be a change in the energy of each electronic state, and tha t this change 
will be proportional to the strain as long as the strain is small. Therefore, we may 
write for the change in energy of an electron in a state with wave vector k in band
n,
A £ (n , = S ,j(n , k)«,, =  E : u (3.35)
ij
where the Ht-j is the deformation potential tensor. In the classical sense the change 
in electron energy can be set equal to the change in the potential energy. So the 
deformation potential is obtained as an interaction term:
VD =  A£(w,k) = Ei j (n , k )u t j . 
ij
Generally, the deformation potential tensor HtJ(n, k) depends on the crystal struc­
ture and the band structure of the solid. For instance, in the case of a cubic crystal 
with spherical energy surfaces, the deformation potential has a simple form:
Hü — I—‘h ^  " U — 1—'hi^xx T U'yy T ^2z)
where Eh is the hydrostatic deformation potential as in Bardeen and Shockley’s pa­
per (1950). Deformation potentials for ellipsoidal energy surfaces were investigated 
by several authors [Dumke (1956), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957)].
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3.5.1 Effect of strain on energy eigenvalues
In order to determine the effect of strain on the energies of the electronic 
levels in crystals, we must first consider the Hamiltonian representing the change 
in the electronic energy due to a uniform strain. The Hamiltonian for an electron 
in an unstrained crystal is
f" ■ ü+l4|,)
with p =  —ih V . Its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are
'J'nk(r) =  unk(r)e‘k-r
and E n°(k), respectively. Vo(r) and unk(r) are periodic functions of R° =  aj+a^-fia® 
where {a°} are lattice basis vectors. Under a strain u , the lattice point (z.e., 
m ia° -fi rr^a^ -f rT^a®) in the unstrained crystal is displaced to the point R m:
R m =  ( I + u ) - R ° m
The Hamiltonian of the strained crystal can be written [Bir and Pikus (1974)] as
where Vu (r) is the potential in the strained crystal. The eigenfunctions and eigen­
values [Bir and Pikus (1974), Kartheuser and Rodriguez (1986)] are
$„ku(r ) =  « '„k u (ry k»'r
and E n(k u), respectively. Vfi(r) and ^ ( ^ ( r )  have the periodicity of R  =  (1 + u )-R °. 
If an eigenstate of the unstrained crystal has wave vector k and band index n, the 
corresponding eignestate in the strained crystal has wave vector ku =  (I — u) • k 
and the same band index n. The effect of a small strain, u , may be treated as 
a perturbation. However, we can not directly apply ordinary perturbation theory 
[Pikus and Bir (1959)] because we can not regard the difference Vfi(r) — Vo(r) as 
a small perturbation of H0. This difficulty may be avoided by using an inverse 
transform ation of coordinates, making the lattice positions of the strained crystal 
in the new coordinate system coincide with those of the unstrained crystal in the 
old coordinate system:
r' =  (I -f u )-1 • r =  (I — u) • r
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p' = ( i + » ) - p (3.36)
In the new coordinate system, H'(u) has the same symmetry as H0. Under the 
transform ation,
^'(a) = £ - ^ E ^  + KJ( a + « ) - ' )
=  L +Vo(r ' ) + u ^ - ^  i
=  ^  +  Vo(r') +  S
ij
= H0(r',p') +  #u(r',p'),
where
i /0(r',p') =  g  + yo(r')
W u ( r ' ,  p ' )  =  Y j ui)Dn
V i j {  r')
1 C u (a  +  u ) T ' ) - C 0(r')
------— hm ---------------------------------
2 — ötj «ij-»o m j
and
D i j  =  Vi j  — d p )  .m J
In other words, the Schrödinger equation of the strained crystal in the new coordi­
nate system can be w ritten as
tf'(u)<S>nk,((I +  u) ■ r') =  £„((I -  u) • k')$„k-((I +  u) • r')
En((I -  u) • k') =  u) • k)
because we have ku =  (£ +  u) • k' from the coordinate transform ation and ku = 
( I + u )  - k from the effect of the strain.
Hu is now the desired perturbation on H0 due to the strain. The wavefunctions 
of H0(r',p') are of the Bloch form unk(r')ezk r . When written in terms of the 
original coordinate system of the strained crystal, the wavefunctions are
^nk(r') =  Unk((I -  u) • r)elk'(~“~) r
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Therefore, ipnk belongs to the wave vector ku =  ([I — u) • k and to energy E °(ku). 
The energy eigenvalue of H '(u) associated with the solution of
7/o(r',p/)^nk(r/) =  £ °( k)Vvk(r')
is
£»((I -  jj) • k) = ^“(k) + Y< n> klAjlu, k > .
ij
There is no unique definition of the deformation potential for a strain u . If 
we compare the energies at the wave vector ku in the strained system and the wave 
vector k in the unstrained system [Gibson and Keller (1957)], then the deformation 
potential is given by
7765
" ij ( k ) = limuij—+ 0
g ( ( l - » ) - k ) - g ° ( k )
Uij
=< Dij > , (3.37)
where E-j(k) is called the band structure deformation potential [Khan and Allen 
(1984, 1986)]. If we compare the energies at the same value of k, the deformation 
potential is defined by
2&(k) =  limJ Uij
£(k) -  £°(k)
Uij
, d£° , 0£°
ki ^ , “I- kj
dk. d k
+  < Dij > .
Suppose now that there is a phonon with a wave vector q. The displacement 
u at the point r  gives rise to a change in the density of electrons, and the change in 
density induces a change in potential (he. <5V(r) =  V(r — u) — V(r) =  Ylij V tJUij)• 
The deformation potential theorem introduced by Bardeen and Shockley (1950) 
is the relation of the change per macroscopic strain in the energy of an electron 
level to the m atrix elements of the electron-phonon interaction. The theorem for 
phonons with wave vector q is
(k + q I H ep I k) = X X j (k ) u i j  = J2  Hj(k) +  ™vi(k)t>j(k)) U i j ,  (3-38) 
i j  i j
where H ep = 5V(r) is the change in the potential energy of an electron under 
the strain u and ut-(k) is the group velocity of the electron. The theorem was 
proved by Khan and Allen (1984) within a rigid-ion model of 6V (r), by Kartheuser 
and Rodriguez (1986) within both a rigid-ion and deformable-ion model of 5K(r),
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and by Resta (1991) within the Kohn-Sham potential of <$V(r) in the density- 
functional theory. In fact, the theorems of Khan and Allen (1984) and Kartheuser 
and Rodriguez (1986) are valid only for metals. Resta extended the theorem to both 
metals and dielectrics and is valid for any long-wavelength phonon, by generalizing 
deformation potentials to take into account the long-range nature of the Coulomb 
interaction which has a fourth-rank tensor term. He showed that the deformation 
potential theorem has different aspects in metals and dielectrics. In the case of 
deformable jellium [see Chapter 4], there is no effect due to the long-range Coulomb 
interaction, so tha t the deformation potential theorem is reduced to equation (3.38).
When we calculate the electronic energy shift due to a single acoustic phonon 
with wave vector q and mode (A), we use the effective deformation potential because 
the energy shift of the electronic energy depends on the direction of propagation 
and the polarization of the phonon. From equations (3.16) and (3.18), we obtain
or from equation (3.19), we also have a strain associated with the phonon (A, q) in 
m atrix form
*4A)(q) =  “oA)y '( elA)(q)93 + 4 A)(q)?0-
s<A>(q) =  *q u<A>(q)
with
(  q\ 0 0 0 q3 <72 \
q — o q2 0 q3 0 qi 
0 0 q3 q2 q\ 0 /
(3.39)
and where
u(A)(q) =  «oMe (A)(q) 
e(A)(q) =  ( 4 A)( q ) ,4 A)( q ) ,4 A)(q)).
Then the energy shift due to the acoustic phonon with wave vector q and mode 
(A) can be written as
vy>(q) =  HS<A>(q) =  ,-H [q u<A>(q)] =  tt£A)( S $ ( q ) i 9)
where Eg^y(q) is called the effective deformation potential due to a phonon in the 
state (A, q),
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3.6 Piezoelectric coupling
Materials lacking a centre of symmetry usually manifest piezoelectric phe­
nomena, i.e. an electric field is induced when the materials deform and conversely, 
the electric field induces an elastic deformation. Let us consider a piezoelectric 
semiconductor where there are no free charge carriers. The electric potential <p can 
be determined from Poisson’s equation (3.26) with the condition pf = 0
\£(e\£<p) = \£(h Vu) (3.41)
Using Fourier transformations, the electric potential due to piezoelectric couplings 
associated with the strain due to a single acoustic phonon in a state (A,q) may be 
written as
(3.42)
with
q =  (91,92,93).
We can write the electric potential (3.42) as
^tA)(q) =
(3.43)
with
q(h [qe<A>(q)])\
3 (e a) /
(3.44)
where e0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, and /t.*)l(q), which depends on the 
direction of propagation and the polarization of the phonon as in the case of defor­
mation potential, is called effective piezoelectric constant associated with a single 
acoustic phonon with a state (A,q). Now the potential via piezoelectric couplings 
due to all of the phonons can be obtained by [Mahan (1972)]
M r) = X V A)(q)e'ar.
A,q
If free electrons are introduced in the piezoelectric semiconductors, the free electrons 
will interact with the above potential <pp(r). Hence the electron-phonon interaction 
Hamiltonian due to piezoelectric couplings can be written as
=  J  d3 r />f(r V r(r) = - e  J  d3r ne(r)<^,(r).
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Using the classical Hamiltonian equations of motion, the force density due to the 
piezoelectric couplings is given by
F(p)(r) = -  —  [pf(r)v>p(r) =  e-
or in a m atrix form with Fourier transformation
Mr)¥>„(r)]
F(p)(k) = e
(k) / k(h[ku(k)])
V k(ek)
=  e “•« (H))
where superscript t denotes a transposed m atrix as in the upper-tilde e.g., h.
3.7 Comments on electron-phonon coupling in low dimen­
sions
The determ ination from first principles of deformation potentials in lower­
dimensional systems has not been pursued prior to Oh et al (1994). Most physical 
quantities associated with the deformation potential have used 3D results. How­
ever, it has been suggested that the deformation potential in 2D systems for GaAs 
should be greater than tha t in 3D systems in order to explain the experimental re­
sults reported by several authors [Vinter (1986a, 1986b), Kawamura and Das Sarma 
(1990), Das Sarma (1991)], where they have used the electron mobility. From an 
experimental point of view, measurements of electron mobility include several mech­
anisms due to carrier-carrier scattering, acoustic phonon scattering, piezoelectric 
scattering, optical phonon scattering, polar optical scattering, and im purity atom 
scattering. Figure 3.3 [Bockelmann (1994)] is a theoretical result for the electron 
scattering rate due to longitudinal phonons in low-dimensional systems. The de­
pendence of the scattering rate on dimensionality is due to the different electronic 
states in each case. Interface effects are ignored and the same electron-phonon 
coupling constants as in 3D are used in each case for the calculation of Figure 3.3.
Recently, the time-of-flight method for detecting phonons and for distin­
guishing between the different polarisations of phonons has been developed. The 
m ethod has also provided the phonon intensity as a function of emission angle. A 
comparison of the experimental phonon distribution with the theoretical calculation 
of phonon intensity will provide much information on the effect of electron-phonon
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couplings in low-dimensional systems. For instance, the deformation potential and 
the piezoelectric constant due to an arbitrary strain, and the dielectric constant for 
3D GaAs are known to be
E n (meV)
30 10 5 3 1.0 0.5
L (nm)
Figure 3.3: Scattering rates for LA phonons in OD, ID, and 2D systems, 
(Lz = lOnm, T=4 K, for InGaAs/InP) [Bockelmann (1994)].
3 = E*(1,1,1,0,0,0)
h — h\ 4
/  0 0 0 1 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 1 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 1 /
£  =  £
I 1 0 0 \  
0 1 0 5
V 0 0 1 /
where = 7 eV [Shur, (1987)], h\± — 0.16 C /m 2 [Ridley (1993)], and e = 13.18eo 
[Adachi (1985)]. From equations (3.40) and (3.44), we can obtain the effective defor­
mation potential E ^ (q )  and the effective piezoelectric constant h[Xj f (q) associated
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with a single acoustic phonon in a state (A,q) as
^//(q) = ^h[^e[X\q )  + ~e[X\q )  + ^e^A)(q)] = Eh cos(q, e(A)(q))
O q )  = 2 A14£°[* « ^ (q )  + ~~"e^ (q) + ~ ~ e3^\ci)]
~  £ q q q q q q
A ^  N
where (q, e ^ (q ))  is the angle between wave vector q and polarization vector e^A^ (q). 
Then we have important explanation of features for electron-phonon couplings when 
the effective deformation potential and the effective piezoelectric constant are con­
sidered. It is obvious that E^-(q) = 0 for transverse phonons and = Eh
for longitudinal phonons in any direction. Therefore, the electron-phonon coupling 
via the deformation potential in 3D GaAs contributes only to longitudinal phonon 
emission. However, when a phonon with a wave vector q is propagated in the di­
rection <111>, the effective piezoelectric constants are h^Jj(q) =  0 for transverse 
phonons and = {eq/£){h\^l y/3) for longitudinal phonons, respectively. In
addition, if the phonon is propagated in the direction <100>, the effective piezo­
electric constants are zero for both longitudinal and transverse phonons. Therefore, 
the study of phonon emission would be a more straightforward way to investigate 
electron-phonon couplings in low-dimensional systems.
CHAPTER 4
Electron-phonon Interaction in 2D- 
and 3D- Deformable Jellium
4.1 Introduction
Since Bardeen and Shockley introduced the concept of deformation poten­
tial in 1950 in the context of electron-phonon coupling in semiconductors, its role 
in semiconductor physics has received much attention, both theoretically [Bardeen 
and Shockley (1950), Parmenter (1955a, 1955b), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957), Bir 
and Pikus (1961, 1974), Khan and Allen (1984), Kartheuser and Rodriguez (1986), 
Resta (1991), etc.] and experimentally [Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957), Weinreich 
et al (1959), Hensel and Feher (1963), Poliak and Cardona (1968), Rothenfusser et 
al (1986), etc.]. The concept has been generalized and extended to more compli­
cated systems including general strain effects in metals and dielectrics [Parmenter 
(1955a), Brook (1955), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957), Bir and Pikus (1961, 1974)]. 
Parmenter (1955a, 1955b) gave a method of evaluating deformation potentials using 
a modified perturbation theory, rather than the conventional first-order perturba­
tion theory. Later, perturbation theoretic methods using an inverse transformation 
of coordinates between the strained and the unstrained systems, so as to use the 
same boundary conditions in the two cases, were developed further by Whitfield 
(1961), by Pikus (1958), Bir and Pikus (1974), and by Kartheuser and Rodriguez 
(1986). The effect of long-range electrostatic contribution on the deformation po­
tentials was taken into account by Lawaetz (1969), Gram and J0rgensen (1973), 
Resta and co-workers [Resta et al (1990), Resta (1991)], and Van de Walle and 
Martin (1989) [see also Van de Walle (1989)]. Recently, more rigorous and more
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general proofs of the deformation potential theorem (i.e., relation between the ma­
trix elements of the electron-phonon interaction and the shifts of the electronic 
levels as a function of macroscopic strain) have been provided by Khan and Allen 
(1984) for the rigid-ion model, by Kartheuser and Rodriguez (1986) [see also Ro­
driguez and Kartheuser (1985)] for both rigid-ion and deformable-ion models, and 
by Resta (1991) within the framework of density-functional theory.
There have been some discussions lately on the deformable jellium model 
[Overhauser (1968), Barrera et al (1979), Mendez-Moreno et al (1989, 1990), Orozco 
et al (1990, 1992)]. In the ordinary jellium model of a homogeneous electron gas 
the positive background is nonresponsive, providing local charge neutrality only in 
equilibrium. In the case of low electron density, when the electronic part of the 
system develops long-range order (e.g., charge-density waves or Wigner solid) [Das 
and Mahanty (1988), Choudhury and Ghosh (1995)], it is instructive to consider a 
deformable jellium in which the background shows its response by deforming itself 
to preserve local charge neutrality, so that the long-range Coulomb interaction 
is diminished. Therefore, there are no long-range electrostatic contributions to 
deformation potentials in the deformable jellium. The evaluation of deformation 
potentials is done from the change in electronic band parameters caused by strain 
and the consequent change in the lattice constants of the crystal. When the strain is 
due to acoustic waves of long wavelength, the background can be well approximated 
by a continuum as in the deformable jellium model.
Deformation potentials play a major role in the properties of carrier mo­
bilities [Dumke (1956), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957), Price (1985), Walukiewicz 
et al (1985), Vinter (1986a, 1986b)], acoustoelectric effect [Weinreich et al (1959)], 
cyclotron resonances [Hensel and Feher (1963), Murase et al (1970)], piezo­
electroreflectance [Poliak and Cardona (1968)], electron-phonon interaction [Khan 
and Allen (1986), Lang and Pavlov (1971), Feyder et al (1982)], phonon emissions 
[Rothenfusser et al (1986), Toombs et al (1987)], absorption of heat pulses [Hensel 
et al (1983a, 1983b), Hardy et al (1989)], band line-up in semiconductor heterojunc­
tions [Van de Walle (1989), Van de Walle and Martin (1989)], etc. There are several 
different definitions of deformation potential depending on the kinds of strain ap-
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plied to the system [Bardeen and Shockley (1950), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957)] 
and the energy states compared before and after the deformation [Khan and Allen 
(1984), Kartheuser and Rodriguez (1986)]. Furthermore, there is some confusion 
in terminology [compare Dumke (1956) with Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957)], and 
the definition of deformation potentials [compare Bardeen and Shockley (1950) and 
Pikus (1958)].
This Chapter deals with deformation potentials in a deformable jellium where 
the density parameter (r5) is less than that at the melting point of the Wigner 
crystal [Das and Mahanty (1988)], and also in a semiconductor heterostructure. 
We shall deal with the hydrostatic deformation potential associated with hydro­
static strains. Most calculations for low-dimensional systems of physical quantities 
that depend on the deformation potential have used the 3D results [Vinter (1984), 
Walukiewicz et al (1984), Sirenko and Mitin (1993), Senna and Das Sarma (1993), 
Stocker et al (1994)]. To our knowledge, ab initio estimates of the deformation 
potential of a 2D system have not been done before.
We compare the energy of 2D- and 3D- deformable jellium in Section 4.2. 
We shall give a brief discussion of the several definitions of deformation potentials 
and the relations between them and provide exact expressions of the hydrostatic 
deformation potentials in 2D- and 3D- deformable jellium within the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) approximation in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we discuss the deformation 
potentials in semiconductor heterostructures. Finally, Section 4.5 gives a brief
4.2 Hamiltonian for a deformable jellium in Hartree-Fock ap­
proximation
The jellium model [Inkson (1984)] consists of a system of N  electrons 
embedded in a homogeneous background of equal positive charge so that the system 
is electrically neutral. The jellium Hamiltonian 77 may be written as
summary.
iZj I r*' -  r?
e2
+ Vbb + Hb?
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where Vm and Veb are the background-background interaction and the electron- 
background interaction respectively. In the HF approximation, the Hamiltonian 
can be w ritten as
'HhF — T - f  Vd +  Vex +  Vbb +  Vebi
where T  is the kinetic energy, and Vd and Vex are the direct and non-local exchange 
parts of electron-electron interaction respectively. The deformable jellium is defined 
by the condition [Barrera et al (1979)]
Vd +  Vbb 4~ Veb —  0 }
which means that the positive background deforms itself in order to locally neu­
tralize the system. In this deformable jellium, the single-particle energy £(k) can 
be written in terms of the kinetic energy and exchange energy parts:
£(k) =  t( k) + ue*(k) (4.1)
where
*(k) = U>k(r)
h2 2
-------V 2
2m V’k(r)
^(k) = -  ( ’/’k(r l)V’k1(r2)
ki(occ) \ 1*1 -  r 2
’/’k(>'2)V>kI(ri)
(4.2)
(4.3)
Let us consider a deformable jellium in which has the electron density 
param eter (rs) is less than the melting point of the Wigner crystal [Das and Ma- 
hanty (1988)]. In this case, we use plane waves as solutions in an approxima­
tion [Mendez-Moreno et al (1989)]. In the 3D-deformable jellium, the plane wave 
function ?/>k(r ) — (1 /\/0 ^ )e zk'r , with normalization volume D0, gives the energy 
eigenvalue from equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) as [Madelung (1978)]:
£3D{r), r 5) =  (9tt/4 )2/3(r]/rs)2 -  (4/7r)(97r/4)1/3( l / r s)F(7;)
F (h) = [l +  [(1 -  r}2) ß v \  ln I (1 +  rj)l( 1 -  77) |]
(4.4)
r 0 =  (3/47rp)1/3 =  (9tt/ 4)1/3/kp
rs = r0/a 0 77 =  k / k F,
where p is the volume density of electrons, kF is the Fermi wave vector, r 0 is the 
Wigner-Seitz radius, rs is the density param eter, and a0 is the Bohr radius.
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In the 2D-deformable jellium, the wavefunction of the state with wave vector
k is
V’k(R) =
l yk-R
\/Aö
where R is the 2D position vector, k is the 2D wave vector, and Aq is the area 
for normalization. The exchange energy of one-electron with wave vector k [Stern 
(1973, 1974)]* is
’(k) = - e 2 £  (V-k(R,)V-k,(R2)
ki(occ) '
7T \ k F/
1
Ri — R^ k^(R2)^ k!(Ri ) J
where JE(x) = E(7r/2,x) = f ^ 2 y/l — x2sm26d0 is a complete elliptic integral of 
the second kind. Therefore, the energy eigenvalue in 2D-deformable jellium is given 
by
£ 2D{ihrs) =  2(rj/r8f  -  (4>/2/7r)(l/rÄ)^(7y)
r0 = (1/7T77.)1/2 = \/2 /kF 
rs = r0/a0 77 = k/kF
(4.5)
where n is the areal density of electron and kF is the Fermi wave vector in 2D.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the energy eigenvalues of an electron in 2D- and 3D- 
deformable jellium. There are big differences between the band structures for high 
density (small r s), while there are slight differences between them for low den­
sity (large rs). The energy eigenvalues of the quasiparticles (HF electrons [see 
Madelung (1978)]) in deformable jellium in 3D and 2D respectively are £3D(0,rs) = 
— (4/7r)(97r/4)5’(1 / rs) and £2D(0,rs) = —2y/2(l /rs) at k = 0, and £3D( l , r s) = 
(97t/4)3(1 / rs)2 -  (2/7r)(97r/4)3 (1 / rs) and £2D( l , rs) = 2(1 / r s)2 -  (4>/2/7r)(l/ rs) 
at the Fermi surface(A; = kF). Therefore, the exchange energy effect for 2D at the 
band minimum is stronger than that for 3D. In the ground state, the quasiparticle 
energies are always negative for rs > 3.015 in 3D and for rs > 1.111 in 2D.
*The exchange energy of an electron with wave vector k in the extreme 2D limit of inversion 
layers was calculated by assuming no excited subbands exist. There are two types of definitions 
of complete elliptic integrals, differing in their arguments. Stern’s papers used the definition 
1E{x) = E{ir/2, x) = r j 2 \ f l  — x sin20d0.
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(a) Energy Eigenvalues in 2D- and 3D- Deformable Jellium
Figure 4.1: The comparisons of (a)the energy eigenvalues of an electron as a 
function of p — k /kp  and (b)the average energy per electron in deformable 
jellium as a function of the electron density parameter rs.
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The total energy can now be calculated from
E to ta l  =  2  * ( k )  +  ^ e x ( k ) .
k k
(4.6)
Therefore, the average energy of an electron in 2D- and in 3D- deformable jellium 
can be derived from equations, (4.4), (4.5), (4.6):
c2Dr \ _ JL _ 8v^  1
^ a ve \  s ) 0vs* 37t rs 
2 1_ 3 /97t\  3 1 3 /97t\  3 1
) \ 4 /  r s2 27T \ 4 /  rs
As shown in Figure 4.1(b), while the average energy per electron in 2D differs
significantly from that in 3D for high density, the average energy per electron for 
low density is similar for the both dimensions. The minima of the average energy 
per electron with respect to rs in 2D and 3D are —0.360 Ryd at rs — 1.67 and 
—0.095 Ryd at rs = 4.82 respectively. The average energy per electron in 2D is 
more sensitive than that in 3D as a function of the electron density parameter rs. 
The average energy per electron is always negative in the range of r s > 0.83 in 2D 
and rs > 2.41 in 3D.
4.3 Effect of strain on energy eigenvalues
Let us first consider the effect of a general external macroscopic strain, iq-j, 
on the energy eigenvalues in deformable jellium. There are several definitions of 
deformation potentials [Khan and Allen (1984), Kartheuser and Rodriguez (1986)]. 
Before classifying the deformation potentials, we first consider the effect of a strain 
on energy eigenvalues in a deformable jellium. The Schrödinger equation for an 
electron in an unstrained deformable jellium is
[tf0(r, V^kJV’k] = -J -V V k (r) -  e 2Y ^  f  iV>kl(r)
ki r - r i2m
= £°(k)^k(r),
with £°(k) = t°(k) + UgX(k) and ^k(r) = (l/>/n^)ezk'r . The wave vector in the
unstrained deformable jellium is given by
, 27rn; .
hi =  {■i =  x , y , z , Hi  =  0, ± 1, ± 2,...),
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where L® is the size of the unstrained system (U0 = L°xLyL°z). The Schrödinger 
equation for an electron in the strained deformable jellium can be written as
T)2 r (r2)'0ku(r2)
[H(r, V.V’k^V ’ku] = - ^ V V k u ( r )  -  e2 E Jq ^ ----  ■ * ,**„(r)
=  £(ku)V>ku(r),
where £(ku) =  £(ku)-ft?e;c( ku) is the single electron energy and V*ku(r ) =(l/VTi)elk~ 1 
is the eigenfunction in the strained deformable jellium. If the eigenstate in the un­
strained deformable jellium has a wave vector k, the corresponding eigenstate in 
the strained deformable jellium has the wave vector ku = (jt — u) • k. The effect 
of a small strain u may be treated as a perturbation. Using the inverse trans­
formation of coordinates, equation (3.36), suggested by Pikus and Bir (1959), the 
Schrödinger equation in the new coordinates, to within the first order of strain u , 
can be written as
[H1] = [H0(r',V'.V’k . J ’/’k J  + E ^ A ^ r ' ,  V '^ k u ^ k . J  
=  £(«, - u ) - k y v U a  + u) - r ' )
with
[tfo(r', V', V>k, JV-kJ = - £ V'2Ä H(( i  + ») • r')
—e2 E  /
km
t  (d  + H.) • r')V>ku((I + u) • r') 
I r' -  r'j I driV>klu((l + u ) - r')
and
[DiAr', v',v>kIU)v>kUi s  - E v :-v'v>ku(a+ » ) • om
°
^km((l + y ) - ri) (r '-r '1)i(r'-r'1)jV’kH( ( I + u ) -r '1)  ^ (
r' — r'j I3 *iV>klu((l+Jl)'r')
In other words, the energy eigenvalue of the strained deformable jellium in the new 
coordinates can be written as
£((I -  u) • k ' J  = S(( I  -  u) • k),
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because we have k u =  (1 — u) • k 't from the coordinate transformation and k u =  
(I — u ) • k from the effect of the strain. Therefore, we have k 'x =  k. [H] can now 
be regarded as a perturbation on [Ho]. The wavefunction of [H0(r ', V ', ^ ^ 1^ ]  is 
just the plane wave form (1 /v /TV)e k^'r ,. When it is w ritten in term s of the original 
coordinates of the strained deformable jellium, the wave function is
V>k(r') =
Therefore, ^  belongs to the wave vector k u =  (I — u) • k and to energy £ °(k u). 
The energy eigenvalue of [W] associated with the solution of
[#o(r', V ',^ kl(r'))^k(r')] =
is
£ ((I  - u ) - k )  =  £°(k  )
ij
<  D ij  >  = f Ä(r)[Aj]^r
Let us now consider the deformation potentials due to the kinds of strain 
applied to a 3D system. The hydrostatic deformation potential E/l(k) [Verges et al 
(1982)] due to a uniform hydrostatic strain =  uxxx k  +  uyyy y  +  uzzzz (din Do =
tr (u) =  3uus,u xx =  uyy =  uzz =  uus =  is defined by
/\T(k) —/l(k) (U XX T Uyy  T Uzz j^   T 'yy(k)Uyy T ^ Z Z  (k) U z z  . (4.7)
The deformation potential Ed(k) [Herring (1955), Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957)] 
due to a dilatation ti^ — ~b ^yj/yy (din Ao — uxx T uyy — 2uus, uxx — Uyy),
which is a strain of two directions perpendicular to one axis (e.g. 2-axis) without 
a strain in the axis, is given by
A£(k) - i-I(f(k) (Uxx  T Uyy) - - Ij;a;(k)u;1;;c T - iyy(]E)Uyy .
And the deformation potential Hu(k) [Herring and Vogt (1956, 1957)] due to a 
uniaxial strain u =  uxx~kx +  uyyyy  +  uzzzz (uxx = uyy — — ^ ) ,  which is a
*In some papers or books, the dilatation is used as the hydrostatic strain. Here we follow 
Herring and Vogt’s definition of dilatation.
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combination of a tension along an axis (e.g. z-axis) and a compression in the two 
directions perpendicular to the axis, is defined by
A £(k) — Zhu { \E ) l l z z  — ^xa:(k)U xx  -f" ^yy(k)Uyy d- ^zz(k)'Uz2
=  2 d" ^yylk)} +  C,2:z(k)^ U z z .
It is easy to handle the uniaxial deformation potentials from the viewpoint of 
experiments [Weinreich et al (1959), Murase et al (1970)].
In this Chapter, we shall use the band structure deformation potential 
as given in equation (3.37) and the hydrostatic deformation potential as defined 
by equation (4.7). Therefore, the hydrostatic deformation potential in 3D can be 
w ritten as
H |D(k) = \E Hi*(k) =  E < Du (4.8)
0 * 1  O • !2 =  1 2 =  1
Let us define the hydrostatic deformation potential in 2D by
HiD(k) =  IE SS?(k) =  5 E < Du > (4.9)
i=l i—1
Also, we can define a uniaxial deformation potential in 2D due to a strain u 2D =  
wXIx x  +  uyyyy [uxx =  ~ uyy)i which is a combination of an expansion along an axis 
{e.g. y-axis) and a compression along the other axis {e.g. rr-axis), by
A £(k) =  n,u (k )uyy =  ^ xx(k)uxx T ^ yy(k )uyy = (—^ xx(k) +  ^^^(k))^^^.
The uniaxial deformation potential in both 2D and 3D should vanish for an isotropic 
band structure.
In the case of 2D-deformable jellium, the hydrostatic deformation potential 
due to a uniform strain associated with d \ n A 0 = uxx -\-uyy =  2uus {uus = ^ - )  from 
equation (4.9) will be
H n ^ )  =  ^ ( 4 ) ® ( , ) - 2 ( j ) 2 (4.10)
In the 3D-deformable jellium, the hydrostatic deformation potential due to 
a uniform strain associated with 41nO0 =  3uus = 3 ^ -  from equation (4.8) is
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(a) Deformation Potentials in 2D Deformable Jellium
(b) Deformation Potentials in 3D Deformable Jellium
Figure 4.2: The hydrostatic deformation potentials of a quasiparticle in (a) 
2D-deformable jellium and in (b) 3D-deformable jellium.
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As shown in Figure 4.2, the kinetic energy contribution to the deformation 
potential is larger in the case of high electron density (for small rs) than for low 
electron density (for large rs) in both 2D and 3D. The deformation potential in 2D 
is generally higher than that in 3D for the same value of rs [see Figure 4.3]. At the 
band minima, the deformation potentials are given by 3 2hD(rs, 0) =  2 y / 2 ( l / r a) in 
2D and ZZ/[D(rs, 0) =  (4/7t)(97t/4 )3 ( l / r s) in 3D. Therefore, for the higher electron
Hydrostatic DP with respect to rs
DP for Average Energy per Electron [2D] 
DP for Average Energy per Electron [3D] 
DP for quasiporticle at k=0 [2D]
DP for quasiparticle at k=0 [3D]
DP for quasiparticle at k=kF [2D]
DP for quasiporticle at k=kF [3D]
Figure 4.3: The hydrostatic deformation potentials (DP) for the quasiparticle 
energy and for the average energy per electron in deformable jellium with 
respect to the electron density parameter rs.
density, the deformation potential at the band minimum will also be higher. The 
quasiparticle deformation potential at the Fermi surface changes over from negative
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to positive value for increasing rs at rs= l . l l  for 2D and at rs=2.01 for 3D, and has 
maximum values, 0.41 Ryd at r s=2.22 for 2D, and 0.15 Ryd at rs=4.02 for 3D [see 
Figure 4.3].
Let us now define the average deformation potential, which is the change 
of the average energy of an electron per uniform hydrostatic strain dlnSnD(S2D = 
Ao,S3D = % ), by
-»D = 1, d£:g
~ave d lnS"D n 3 dr, ’
where nD represents the dimension of the system and £™^e is the average energy 
of an electron in dimension nD. Therefore, the average deformation potential in 
2D-deformable jellium will be
_ 2D W2l_ _  J_
~ a v e  3tt rs r 3
and the average deformation potential in 3D-deformable jellium will be given by
_ .3D
ave 2tt V 4 / rs 5 V 4 / rs2
The maximum of the average deformation potential is 0.090 Ryd at rs = 3.33 in 
the 2D-deformable jellium and 0.016 Ryd at rs = 9.65 in the 3D-deformable jellium 
[see Figure 4.3]. Neglecting the exchange part in 3D, while the average deformation 
potential is — | £p, the deformation potential of a quasiparticle at the Fermi 
surface is given by — | £p, which was pointed out by Ziman (1960). In the 2D case, 
considering only the kinetic part, the average deformation potential 'E?c^ e is —\£ f 
and the deformation potential of a quasiparticle at the Fermi surface is — £p.
In this section, we discussed the dimensional dependence of the deformation 
potential from the first principle. Since jellium description is successful for metallic 
systems, the above results are useful for understanding the electron mobilities and 
the phonon emission profiles.
4.4 Comments on semiconductor heterostructures
Low-dimensional electronic systems in semiconductor heterostructures are 
realised at surfaces or interfaces where an electronic band discontinuity occurs. The
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electronic band discontinuity causes the motion of the electrons to be restricted to 
lower dimensions, e.g. 2D, ID, and OD. In a semiconductor without electronic con­
finements i.e. a 3D system, free electrons at low tem peratures will occupy states 
near the bottom  of the conduction band of the semiconductor. Hence the electron- 
phonon interaction via deformation potential couplings can be determined from 
the shift of the conduction band minimum due to a strain associated with phonons. 
However, in semiconductor heterostructures, e.g., inversion layers, heterojunctions, 
or single quantum  wells, where electrons are confined by an electronic band discon­
tinuity, the electrons have subbands in one direction and are free to move in the 
plane perpendicular to that direction. In this section we are going to give a qualita­
tive estim ate of the deformation potential for modulation doped heterostructures, 
based on the energy band calculations of Section 2.5. From equation (2.36), the 
energy shift of an electron in a state (n ,k ||) due to a strain can be written
Ai?n(k||) =  A Eny 0 +  A E n -f A E]Pe  (4-11)
where A E n^ 0 denotes the energy shift at the band extremum k0, A E n represents 
the subband energy shift, and A E ]^e  is the kinetic energy shift in 2D due to a 
strain. The energy shift at the band extremum k0 is available from the 3D result of 
the semiconductor under consideration. The kinetic energy shift AEjPE in 2D will 
be taken from the kinetic part of the 2D deformation potential which was given 
in the previous section. Let us consider a 2D uniform strain (din A q= u xx-\-uyy, 
uxx= uyy= uus) which is an areal expansion. For a Si inversion layer, where the 
conduction band minimum is at Xi* when only the lowest band is occupied, the 
energy shift of an electron may be written
AjEo(kn) =  A £ Xl + A E 0 + A E f B. . (4.12)
Here A E \ 1 is the energy shift of the conduction band minimum Xi due to the 
strain and is given by
A E \ 1 — ^d^^xx T ^yy)
where Ed is the deformation potential at Xi due to the dilatation strain in 3D Si.
*The conduction band minimum of Si lies not at the point Xi but in near the < 100 > direction.
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In a GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunction where the electrons occupy only the lowest 
subband, the energy shift of an electron in the well side, whose band minimum is 
at k 0 =  Tö, can be expressed as
A £ 0(k„) =  A E U +  A £ 0 +  A (4.13)
where AFA6 is the energy shift of the conduction band minimum 1^ 6 due to the 
strain and is given by
AF/Pg — ^ ‘hifU'XX "F H y y )  •
Here E^ is the deformation potential for 3D GaAs.
Now we need to evaluate the subband energy shift AF?o in equations (4.12) 
and (4.13). In order to have an analytic form for the deformation potential, we 
shall use the Airy wavefunction and the Fang-Howard wave function as discussed 
in Section 2.5. We also make the following reasonable assumptions: (1) the number 
of charges in each layer is conserved under the strain, and (2) the change of the 
dielectric constant is small enough to be neglected. The area A(uus) under the 
uniform strain can be written
■A('Uus) — A0(l 4“ Uxx T ^yy) — Ag(l T 2uus)
where Ao is the area of the unstrained system. For the number density N  of charges 
in the unstrained system, we obtain the following relation
N  — N°(l  — [uxx T uyy]) =  N°{ 1 — 2uus)
where N°  is the areal number density in the unstrained system. From equations 
(2.41), (2.42), (2.43), (2.44), (2.45), and (2.46), we easily obtain the energy shift 
for the lowest subband for the three types of analytic solutions;
Now the hydrostatic deformation potential for an electron in the state (n,ky) in a 
heterostructure can be expressed as
=  ( n ) ^ | | ) ( U a:x 4  w y y ) -AF/n(k||) (4.15)
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Therefore, the hydrostatic deformation potential for the lowest subband in the 
heterostructure will be given by
(4.16)
where stands for the 3D deformation potential depending on the band minimum 
and the strain, and where the last term , which is given in equation (4.10), is the 2D 
kinetic energy contribution to the 2D hydrostatic deformation potential. The last 
term  in equation (4.16) takes values from 0 to E f depending on the wave vector ky. 
The ranges of _E0, which depend on the charge concentrations and the band offset 
in a heterostructure, run approximately from 10 m eV  to 200 m eV  for a Si-inversion 
layer and from 20 m eV  to 70 m eV  for a GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunction. The Fermi 
energies Ep  depend on the charge concentrations and range up to approximately 20 
m eV  for a Si-inversion layer and up to approximately 50 m eV  for a GaAlAs/GaAs 
heterojunction. Therefore, the last two terms in equation (4.16) contribute less 
than 200 m eV  for both the heterostructures in which just one subband is occupied. 
Hence their contributions to the deformation potential in a heterostructure, where 
charge carrier density is much smaller than tha t in a metallic m aterial, can be 
neglected.
4.5 Discussion
We have established tha t the deformable jellium model provides a good 
description of the ground state properties of many-particle metallic systems in the 
low density regime. The model has been successfully applied [Mendez-Moreno et al 
(1989, 1990), Orozco et al (1990, 1992)] to electronically ordered states like charge 
density wave states [Aguilera-Navarro et al (1977)] and the Wigner solid. Unlike 
ordinary jellium, the deformable jellium includes the response of the background. 
The long range Coulomb interactions are effectively screened by this response. In 
this chapter we have used the deformable jellium model to calculate the energy 
spectrum  of quasi-particles in the HF approximation. Since we are away from 
any electronically ordered phase, we have used a plane wave approximation to the 
electronic states. Calculations of the quasi-particle energies have been performed for
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2D- and 3D- deformable jellium. The quasi-particle energies are used to calculate 
the deformation potentials. It has been found that the strength of the deformation 
potential in 2D-deformable jellium is higher than that in 3D case.
In particular, the dependence of the deformation potential on the dimension­
ality of the solid can be dram atic for materials with high charge carrier densities 
such as metals. However, it is not much different between the different dimen­
sions for materials with low charge carrier densities as shown in Figure 4.3. From 
a envelope wavefunction point of view, the deformation potential in a semicon­
ductor heterostructure is not much different from that for the corresponding bulk 
semiconductor. This is in conflict with the suggestion by several authors [Vinter 
(1986a, 1986b), Kawamura and Das Sarma (1990), Das Sarma (1991)] tha t the 
deformation potential in 2D systems for GaAs should be greater than tha t in 3D 
systems. It therefore seems tha t the electron-acoustic phonon coupling via deforma­
tion potential in a heterostructure should be reconsidered. In fact, the electrons in a 
semiconductor heterostructure are confined to lower dimensions but the lattices are 
still bulk-like structures except for interface effects on the lattice vibrations. When 
electrons in the semiconductor undergo transitions, the transitions will provide a 
source of force which causes the generation of acoustic fields (i.e. acoustic phonons). 
In this situation, the mechanism for electron-phonon coupling in low-dimensional 
systems may be different from that in bulk electronic systems. In the bulk elec­
tronic systems, the electronic transitions cause a strain field in any direction. But, 
for instance, in two-dimensional electronic systems, the electronic transitions first 
give a strain field in a direction parallel to the 2DEG plane. Furthermore, the 
strain field will cause a strain field in the direction perpendicular to the the 2DEG 
plane depending on the Poisson’s ratio because the lattices in the heterostructures 
are not 2D systems but bulk-like systems with interfaces and surfaces. The strain 
field in the perpendicular direction to the the 2DEG plane can decay or propagate 
depending on the interface and surface effects and the frequency of the strain field 
in the heterostructures. A detailed discussion of these m atters will be given in 
Section 5.4.
CHAPTER 5
Phonon Emission from Semiconductor 
Heterostructures
5.1 Introduction
The problem of phonons interacting with a two-dimensional electron gas 
(2DEG) in a semiconductor heterostructure has received some attention lately in 
connection with experimental and theoretical studies of the absorption of heat 
pulses [Hensel et al (1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1984)], and also in connection with acous­
tic phonon emission, both in the presence of a magnetic field [Toombs et al (1987), 
Kent et al (1988), Challis et al (1989), Badalian and Levinson (1989, 1991), Bene­
dict (1991, 1992)], and in its absence [Rothenfusser et al (1986), Vass (1987, 1993), 
Kitagawa and Tamura (1992), Hawker et al (1995), Vasko and Mitin (1995)]. The 
study of phonon emission from semiconductor heterostructures gives the most de­
tailed information about the character and features of the electron-phonon interac­
tion, as compared with studies of processes such as charge carrier mobility, which is 
more complicated. There always exist interfaces in real semiconductor heterostruc­
tures such as inversion layers and quantum wells. Features of the phonon emis­
sion from such structures can be determined from the form of the electron-phonon 
coupling and the interface effects. Phonon emission processes in heterostructures 
have recently been investigated theoretically by taking into account the effect of 
the reflection of phonons from various interfaces [Badalian and Levinson (1988, 
1989, 1991, 1992)]. However, the strength of the electron-phonon couplings in low­
dimensional systems has not been considered in detail satisfactorily. There have 
been some discussions about the deformation potentials in GaAs heterostructures
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[Price (1985), Walukiewicz et al (1985), Vinter (1986a, 1986b), Hirakawaand Sakaki 
(1986), Kawamura and Das Sarma (1990), Das Sarma (1991)]. In such discussions 
it is suggested that the deformation potential in GaAs heterostructures is greater 
than tha t in the bulk GaAs. Hence the empirical value of the deformation potential 
EA =  12 eV is commonly used for GaAs heterostructures, while the deformation 
potential =  7 eV is used for bulk GaAs. The empirical value of the deforma­
tion potential has been obtained from the linear relation between the reciprocal 
of mobility and the tem perature [Harris et al (1990), Kawamura and Das Sarma 
(1990), Das Sarma (1991), Gorczyca et al (1992)], and from the relation between 
energy-loss rate and 2D electron density [Hirakawa and Sakaki (1986)].
Recently, experimentalists have obtained LA and TA phonon signals by the 
time-of-flight method using a sensitive bolometer in a Si MOSFET [Rothenfusser 
et al (1986), Challis et al (1987)] and in GaAs heterostructures [Danilchenko et al 
(1994)]. Their data usually show that the intensity of TA modes is greater than 
tha t of LA modes. However, attem pts to explain these effects on the basis of an 
isotropic deformation potential have been unsuccessful, even though the interface 
effects are taken into account [Badalian and Levinson (1991)].
One of theoretical methods used to evaluate the phonon intensity in a solid 
involves the elastic response functions (or elastic Green’s functions) of the solid 
[Cottam and M aradudin (1984)]. The full dynamical elastic Green’s functions for 
elastic media have been worked out for various geometries, such as a half space with 
a stress free boundary [Maradudin and Mills (1976)], an elastic slab with two stress 
free boundaries [Portz (1979), for review, Cottam  and M aradudin (1984)], and at an 
interface between two different half spaces [Djafari-Rouhani and Dobrzynski (1976), 
Djafari-Rouhani et al (1977b, 1981)]. The dynamical elastic Green’s functions for 
specific modes in layered media have been obtained, for example, for the transverse 
modes in periodically layered infinite and semi-infinite media [Camley et al (1983)], 
and the transverse modes in a elastic film with a semi-infinite substrate [Cottam 
and M aradudin (1984)].
In this Chapter, the theoretical aspects of the problem of phonon emission 
in heterostructures are examined in a framework that can readily be adapted to
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a variety of systems and situations. The framework is based on the premise tha t 
electronic transitions in a 2DEG on a solid surface or interface create an electric field 
in the solid, and tha t the em itted phonons are basically the response of the solid to 
the impressed electric field. The isotropic approximation for elastic constants will 
be used.
5.2 Theory of phonon emission
First of all, we shall review the dynamics of acoustic waves in a cubic bulk 
semiconductor which lacks inversion symmetry. The equation of motion of the 
displacements in the cubic crystal when the electronic transition occurs is given by 
d2u / h d2u1 . d 2u2 , d 2u3\  2
^ w ~ c  ix^ +y^ +zMj“C44
- ( C ,12 +  C44) V ( V - u ) =  f M (M )
with C* = C\\ — C\2 — 2C44, which is a measure of elastic anisotropy of the crystal, 
and where F^s^(r, t) is the source force from the deformation potential coupling and 
the piezoelectric coupling [see Section 3.3]. W ithin the isotropic approximation for 
the elastic constants in the crystal, the constants may be averaged over all solid 
angles [see Section 5.3] and the equation of motion of the displacements may be 
expressed as
d2u
8t2 -  (ci2 +  C44)V(V • u) -  c44V 2u  =  F w (r,i)
where C\2 and c44 correspond to the Lame constants, A and /i, respectively. The 
equations of motion of the displacements for longitudinal waves (u /) and transverse 
waves (u p  in the cubic crystal are given respectively by the Lagrangian equations:
d2u t 
d t2
' d 2u/ i  , d 2ui2 , d 2ui3\  2 (s)
-  C I x — — + ) -  (C12 +  2C44) v  u/ =  F[ '(rp)
dx\ dxl dx\
d2u t 
d t2
n . ( ~ d 2un . d 2ut2 , ~d2ut3\  „  „2
i x f e r + y ^ r + z f e r J - C44Vu‘ = F ‘ (r’f ) -
The equation of motion for u in the isotropic crystal can then be obtained from the 
Lagrangian equation in the form (with the right hand side being the force term )
<92u/ - « , 2V 2u, =  F<s)(r ,<)
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vi
d 2ut
dt2
C\2 +  2C44 C11
P m
— vfV^Ut = F ja)(r, ()
Vt
C44
P m
(5.1)
(5.2)
where u / corresponds to the longitudinal acoustic waves and ut corresponds to the 
transverse acoustic waves. Once the source force is known, the equations (5.1) 
and (5.2) can be solved for u 1 and u t respectively, and thence the intensity of the 
em itted phonons is obtained [see equation (5.15)].
Let us now consider semiconductor heterostructures where surfaces and 
interfaces exist. The dynamic properties of lattice vibrations are specified by a 
Lagrangian density, C, which may be written as
* t du{ öu{.
From the Ham ilton’s principle, we can write the Lagrangian equations of motion 
as
d_
dt
dC
d(dui/dt)
3 d+s^ dCd(dui/dxj) \ du{dC =  0.
In principle, the equations of the forced vibrations of the lattice under the influence 
of a time-dependent distribution of applied force density F ^ ( r ,  t) can be w ritten 
directly in the form
- v. (5.3)
where the stress tensor T  is a second rank tensor with elements
T,i = Z C ijklp(5.4)
kl 0Xl
where C{3ki are given by Cfjkl for a non-piezoelectric solid and Cj*kl for a piezoelectric 
solid, respectively, as discussed in Chapter 3. Introducing Voigt’s notation T for 
the stress tensor T  , he., Tr , r= 1, 2, • • •, 6, (T i= T n , T2=T22 , T3=T 33, T4=T23=T32, 
T5=T3i =T i3, T6= T i2=T2i ) [see e.g., Chen et al (1992)], the equation of motion (5.3) 
may be w ritten in m atrix form (c f . equation (3.28)) as
pm^ ^ - V T ( r , < )  =  FW(r , l ) .  (5.5)
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On introducing a m atrix differential operator L(r,£), we can express equation (5.3) 
as
L(r,< )u(r; <) =  - f ^ M  =  F<°>(r,<) (5.6)
Pm\Y)
with
L(r,<) =  L'6)( r ,t)  +  B(r ,t)
where lW is the bulk m atrix differential operator and B is the cleavage operator [Do- 
brzynski (1986), Dobrzynski et al (1989), Dobrzynski (1990)] for the system. The 
Green’s function associated with the m atrix differential operator L is now defined
by
L(6)(r, t) G(r, r'; t — t') =  l£ (r — r ')8{t — t') (5.7)
and must satisfy the boundary conditions associated with the cleavage operator B . 
These conditions depend on the structure of the system and will be given in details 
as required [see Appendix B].
The formal solution of equation (5.6) is
u(r, t) = J  dt' J  d3r'G (r, r';£ — tf) F(0^ ( r ', t ') . (5.8)
The formal properties of the Green’s function m atrix G for various lattice models 
(including surface effects, impurities and inhomogeneities) are well-known [Mahanty 
(1974), C ottam  and M aradudin (1984)]. Thus equation (5.8) represents the solu­
tion to the problem of generation of the lattice waves when stimulus by a source 
force occurs in the system. When the stimulus has a harmonic tim e dependence 
F(°)(r,t)  — the equation (5.3) may be written
" 2I  • u (r,w ) +  — r - W '  [C(r) : u (r,w )] =  F (0)(r,u ;), (5.9)
P m \ ?  )
or in a m atrix form,
L(r,u>)u(r,cj) =  F^°^(r,cu) (5.10)
with
L(r,w) =  L(6)(r,u;) +  B(r,u>), 
and where the Green’s function satisfies
L(6^ (r,a;)G(r,r,;a;) =  l<5(r — r'). (5.11)
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The so lu tion  o f equation (5.10) can be w ritte n  in  the form
u (r ,w ) =  J  d3r 'G ( r ,  r ';u ;)  F(0^(r',c<;). (5.12)
Let us now consider the P oynting  vector which is the energy flu x  across u n it 
area in  u n it tim e . The energy density Sp fo r an elastic solid is the sum o f the k in e tic  
energy density and the po ten tia l energy density
Sp — nP™ ^  y T  cy 'y y Ci jk l^ i j^k l  •
Z i 1 i j k l
(5.13)
The P oyn ting  vector S is defined by
dSn
+  V - S  =  0. (5.14)
D iffe re n tia tin g  the energy density Sp w ith  respect to  tim e  t, we have the fo llow ing  
re la tion
=  p Y i i h + Y T - i — )m  Pm UlUl ^  2 s  Qx )
i j
— Pm y . hjTj t  y )
i i j d x f T i iU i) Tx ’p “ * ) '
R e w riting , we can ob ta in  the P oynting  vector S;
dSr -  E  (J^- ) = E “^ m" i-E ^ jk )  = o,
Si =  - ^ 2  üjTij  =  -  J2  Cijkiüj
d u k
j  j k i  d x i '
For tim e  harm onic acoustic waves, the P oyn ting  vector can be calculated conve­
n ie n tly  using the com plex exponentia l no ta tion . The tim e-average value o f the 
P oyn ting  vector, which is a pu lsating  un id irec tiona l power flow , is given by
< ft >= = 4 s c^ Re (t S O  • (5.15)
Then the spectra l energy flu x  at frequency lj is
> — ~  y ] CjjkiHe <c
z  j k i
d u k 
dx  i
> L (5.16)
where u j and u k are the phonon fie ld  operators and <  • • • > w is the Fourier com ­
ponent at frequency to [Badalian and Levinson (1991)].
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5.3 Elastic and piezoelectric constants in heterostructures
Let us consider the relations between elastic and piezoelectric tensors in 
different coordinate systems. In a crystal, the elastic tensor and the piezoelectric 
tensor of the crystal in the crystallographic coordinates (X, Y, Z) [see Figure 5.1] 
are given by Cijki and hlJic. When the elastic tensor and the piezoelectric tensor 
are described using phonon coordinates (a;, y, z) [see Figure 5.1], they are given in 
the following form:
Figure 5.1: The coordinate transformation for the elastic constant tensor and 
the piezoelectric tensor, x'-z' and x-z planes are in the same plane.
C l j ki =  a n 'a j j 'C ik k 'a i i 'C i ' j 'k ' i ' ,
i ' j 'k 'V
(5.17)
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and
with
h'ijk  —  ^  y Q-ii'Cljji (Ikk1 h i ' j ' k 1 
i 'j 'k'
(5.18)
( d \ \  d \ 2  «13 \ ( cos # cos ( f )  cos # sin  </> — sin  # \
a (q) = «21 C L 22  a23 =  R(  93, 911) ^ ( 91 , 92) = — sin  ( f )  cos c f )  0
V a 31 a 3 2  «33 / \  sin  # cos </> sin  # sin  (j> cos # /
/
\
9i 93/99ii qiqs/qqu - q j q  \  
- 92/911 9i/9|| 0
qi/q 92/9 93/9 /
=  \J9i +  92 • (5.19)
The transform ation m atrix a(q) is the composition of the rotation matrices R(#)
and U(</>):
and
R(93,9||) =  R(0) =
 ^ cos # 0 — sin # ^
0 1 0
i  (93 0 \
=  - 0 9  0
 ^ sin # 0 cos # j q \  9« ° 93 /
/'  COS (j) sin </> 0 ^ 1 / 9i 92 0
U(g1,92) =  U ( f l  = — sin <j) cos (j> 0 - 9 2  9i 0
\\ 0 0 1 ) 9|| V 0 0 9I
(5.20)
(5.21)
where the 2 -axis is chosen to be along the q-direction of propagation of the phonon, 
and the y-axis is chosen to be in the (X, Y) plane. When the elastic anisotropy 
of a crystal is not too large, the normal modes lie approximately along the axes of 
the phonon coordinates. For cubic crystals without inversion symmetry, the elastic 
constants and the piezoelectric constants in the phonon coordinates can be written 
as
C3333 =  c „  -  2C* r (q )
2 ^ 1 3 1 3  T  ^2323) =  C44 E C  r (q )
C* =  Cn -  C\2 -  2 C44 (5.22)
with
r ( q )  =  (sin4# cos2(f> sin2^ +  sin2# cos2# sin2</> T sin2# cos2# cos2</>)
=  (9i292 +  929s +  939 i) / q4, (5-23)
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and
^333 ~  /i323 =  2/?i4r2(q), h 313 =  2/i14r 3( q ) ,
with
F i(q) =  sin2# cos0  cos(f> sin</> =  ( q ^ t e / q 3 )  ,
F2(q) =  sin# cos#(2cos2<£ -  1) =  [93(9? — ^ I)/(9 2<2rii)]**,
r 3(q) =  sin#(3 cos2# -  1) cos</> sin^> =  [ q \ q 2 ( ^ q l  ~  q J ) /U 3<7||)]**,
where we consider just the piezoelectric components associated with the longitudi­
nal electric field which are much larger than the transverse fields.
From now on, we shall consider GaAlAs-GaAs heterostructures. For both 
GaAs and AlAs, the elastic constant C f j k l  measured at constant electric field is 
almost same as the stiffened elastic constant C j j k l  measured at constant electric 
displacement field. In other words, the electromechanical coupling constants [ K \ 4  =  
h\4/{eC 44)} are small, z.e., 0.0617 for GaAs and 0.094 for AlAs, respectively [Adachi 
(1985)]. Therefore, for convenience, we shall henceforth omit the superscripts on 
the elastic constants.
5.3.1 Elastic constants
In this Section, an approximation for the elastic constants in heterostructures 
will be discussed. We assume that each layer in the heterostructures has the same 
elastic properties as in the corresponding bulk semiconductor. Furthermore, each 
layer will be approximated in the same method. The simplest possible approxima­
tion is the isotropic approximation and it has been used for theoretical calculations 
of phonon intensity in semiconductor heterostructures by many authors [Hensel et 
al (1983b), Badalian and Levinson (1991), Kitagawa and Tamura (1992), Bannov 
et al (1994)]. In the usual experimental environments for phonon generations in 
semiconductor heterostructures, a sensitive bolometer has been used as a detector. 
Such a detector allows measurements of the angular distribution of the phonon in­
tensity (z.e. the ^-dependence of the phonon intensity) and to distinguish between
**There are misprints in equation (22) in the reference [Zook (1964)]. The equation should 
read h'323 = 2hlA[q3\q\ -  ql)/(q2q\\)] , h'313 = 2hu [q1q2{2ql -  q\)/{q*q\\)\.
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LA modes and TA modes of phonons. In the isotropic approximation for the elastic 
constants, the spherical average of the elastic constants is given by
d i  =  ~  J  C'3333d J 2 q  =  Cn  -
C44 =  —  J ( C 1313 +  C ,2 3 2 3 )]d S 7 q  =  C 44  +  — C
where d i s  the solid angle in the phonon coordinates.
Let us first consider a semiconductor single heterojunction as in Figure 
5.2. The elastic constant tensor and material density in the heterojunction can be 
expressed in the form
C ««(r) =  C*u 8 ( x3) +  ( -  -  (5.24)
P m ( r ) = pA© (z3 ) +  (p® -  p i ) Q ( x z -  2o) • (5.25)
Here zq is the thickness of the A-material inversion layer, and 0 (^3 ) is the Heaveside 
step function:
x)) =
In a semiconductor single quantum  well with a substrate as in Figure 5.3, the elastic 
constant tensor and m aterial density can be w ritten as follows:
f 0 if f ( x )  < 0 
[ 1 if f ( x )  > 0
C iM r) =  c?Jkle (x 3) +  (Cfjkl -  C*kl)
x [0 (2:3 -  z\) -  0 (2:3 -  (zi + L))  +  0 (2:3 -  (2zi +  L))] (5.26)
Pm(r) =  pi&(x3) +  (p® -  pm)
x [0 (2:3 -  Z i )  -  0 (2:3 -  (zi + L)) +  0 (2:3 -  (2zi + L))] (5.27)
where L is the width of the quantum  well (B-material) and Z\  is the thickness of 
the barrier layer (A-material).
Consider now the m atrix representation of the elastic constant tensor. In 
GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunction, the elastic constants are given by
C,„(r) =  CVG/ A1As0 (*3 ) +  ( a GsaAs -  C G*A1As)0 (x 3 -  2 0 ) (5.28)
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* 3 Ci,« (r)
Figure 5.2: Schematic of a single semiconductor heterojunction and the elas­
tic constant tensor as a function of x$.
C,jU( r)
Figure 5.3: Schematic of a single semiconductor quantum well with a sub­
strate and the elastic constant tensor as a function of £3 .
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For GaAlAs/GaAs/GaAlAs single quantum wells with a semi-insulated GaAs sub­
strate, the elastic constants can be written in the form
CVs(r) =  c ° aA1As0 (x 3) +  (CrGsaAs -  C GaA1As)
x [0 (x 3 — zi) — 0 (x 3 -  ( 2 1  4- L)) + 0 (x 3 -  (2 +  . (5.29)
In a GaAlAs [i.e. GaxAli_xAs] layer, any material parameters f m can be approxi­
m ated by the relation [Adachi (1985)]:
rGaAlAs _ rGaAs
Jm ~  'LJm
where x is the mole fraction of GaAs and / ^ aAs and / A1As are the m aterial param ­
eters in GaAs and AlAs, respectively. For instance, the elastic constant can be 
w ritten in the form
c GaA1As =  sCrGaAs +  ^  _  ^ A l A s  _ ( 5 .3 1 )
+  ( l - ^ ) / " As (5-30)
5.3.2 Piezoelectric constants
The piezoelectric constants in heterostructures can be described in a manner 
similar to tha t of the elastic constants when the materials in the heterostructures 
lack inversion symmetry. In a GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunction, the piezoelectric con­
stants may be written
M r )  =  h f ; MA‘Q(x3) + (ftGaAs -  -  zo) (5.32)
In a semiconductor single quantum  well with a substrate as in Figure 5.3, we can 
express the piezoelectric constants as
M r )  =  h f ; MAsQ (x3) +  (/*GaAs -  / iGaA1As)
x [0 (x 3 -  z i)-  0 (x 3 -  (z! +  L)) +  0 (x 3 -  (2zi +  L))] (5.33)
where
i  GaAlAs 
n j s = x h ° ‘M +  (1 -  x)/iA1As
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5.4 Source force density due to electronic transitions
The general features of the source force density due to deformation potential 
coupling and piezoelectric coupling were discussed in Section 3.3. In this Section, 
the source force density in heterostructures will be considered. From the view point 
of the source force due to electronic transitions in heterostructures, the following 
differences from the situation in bulk semiconductors give the characteristics of the 
source force density in the heterostructures: (1) the spatial electron distribution 
(i.e., quantum  confinement effects of electrons) and (2) the mechanism for electron- 
phonon coupling. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the deformation potential itself in 
a 2D system is not much different from that in a 3D system in a semiconductor.
Generally the charge density due to an electron undergoing an electronic 
transition from a higher state (n, k2) to a lower state (m, k/)  and reverse transition 
can be expressed [Mott and Sneddon (1963)] as
Pe(r,t) = - e  (VVik,(r )VCk /(r )e-luw(q)* +  ipnkt(r Wmkf (r)eWmn{q)t) (5.34)
where
^ m n  (*4 )
E n( k t) -  E m( k f ) 
h
q = kt- — kf .
W hen the electronic transitions are related to electron-phonon interactions, the 
electron densities in the first and second terms on the right hand side of equation 
(5.34) correspond to phonon emission and phonon absorption, respectively, and 
wmn(q) and q are the frequency and wave vector of the phonon. There is also a 
similar current density associated with the electronic transitions. But our interest 
is in the near region in the non-retarded limit. From now on, the electron-phonon 
interaction via deformation coupling in a 2DEG with one occupied subband only 
will be considered. In this case only intraband transitions play a role in the source 
force of acoustic waves. Also, the charge density operator for electrons in the 2DEG 
undergoing the transition associated with the em itted phonon whose wave vector 
and frequency are q and u;(q ) may be written
Pe(rh x3, t) ewe(r||, t') • (5.35)
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Here the number density operator of electrons ne(i*n, £3 , t) undergoing the transition 
can be obtained from the electron field operators
rie( r h x 3, t )  =  * l>\rh x 3, t ) i> ( rh x 3, t )
where
^ (ry , x 3, t )  =  J 2 % \ ^ \ \ ( r b x ^ e~lE{k[l)t/h ^
k ll
* P \ r h x 3, t)  =  S 4 ll^ k ll(r lha;3)ciE(kll)t/Ä
k n
with
^ k | | ( r n ,x 3) =  - ^ = < ( x 3)e 'k r r ll.
In other word, we have
ne(rN,x 3,<) = | C(x3) I2 n2(q ||,w (q ||)) b'[qii-rM-w (q M)d (5.36)
with
” 2(qM,^(qn))
1
A q
kH V
^(^ ll) _ ^(^11
h
(5.37)
where (k|t, F^ky)) is the initial state of the electron undergoing the transition as­
sociated with the emitted phonon (q ||,u;(q||)). From equation (5.37), we obtain a 
useful expression when we evaluate the intensity of the emitted phonons from a 
2DEG:
< nV(q, V (q ') )n A2(q |>‘‘’(q,l)) > =  - T i Z X n U  - " k r q nK q 1, q ; % ' - ‘*')
x s M q „ )  -
A t ■,0 k»
E ( k |) -  E(k, -  q„)
(5.38)
Note that it is possible for a 2DEG to generate phonons with wave vectors 
in the plane of the gas, since such generation can satisfy momentum conservation 
(z.e., k|| =  q f| -f k|| where k' is the electron wave vector for the final electronic 
state). However, experimental results make it clear that phonon emissions from 
a 2DEG in a heterostructure have a solid angle dependence, z.e., phonon can be 
emitted in the direction perpendicular to the 2DEG plane, and this seems to violate
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the momentum conservation law. The perpendicular component of the momentum 
of the em itted phonons from the electronic transitions in the 2DEG can be un­
derstood using Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. From the point of view of the 
uncertainty principle, the perpendicular component of the momentum of em itted 
phonons should depend only on the thickness L of the confinement of the poten­
tials (i.e . I<7 3 1 <;1 /L ). In other words, according to the uncertainty principle the 
perpendicular momentum should not depend on the elastic properties or interface 
effects of the heterostructure at all.
k 3 X3
Figure 5.4: The momentum conservation law in the process of phonon emis­
sions from a 2DEG.
The existence of the perpendicular component of the m om entum  can however 
be explained in another way. First note that once a strain in the plane at a 2DEG 
has occurred due to electronic transitions, the strain may cause another strain in 
the perpendicular direction with a magnitude depending on Poisson’s ratio. This 
is because the lattice itself is not a 2D system but a bulk system with specified 
boundary conditions. Now note that the induced strain may propagate both upward
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and downward from the 2DEG plane. In fact, the usual experimental environment 
for measuring phonon generation from a 2DEG involves a substrate with a 2DEG 
system (e.g., single quantum  well) and with a detector (e.g., bolometer), attached 
to the bottom  of the substrate rather than the side. In this case, we can explain the 
m om entum  conservation as in the schematic description in Figure 5.4. In Figure 
5.4, q  is the wave vector of the phonon observed at an angle 9 in the detector. 
The wave vector of the observed phonon is related to the 2D phonon wave vector 
q which is directly associated with the electronic transition from ky to kj. From 
Figure 5.4 we obtain
q„ =  q  +  q'  =  k « -  K
with
| q | = | q ' K  =  - % •
Therefore, the direction of the em itted phonon should depend on the elastic prop­
erties of the heterostructure and the 2D electron wave vector associated with the 
electronic transition.
Following the above discussion, we propose a model deformation tensor for 
GaAlAs-GaAs heterostructures:
S = E*(l,l,-cr, 0,0,0) (5.39)
where a denotes Poisson’s ratio. The electron number density for electrons under­
going the transitions can be obtained from equation (5.36):
"eC q^^q,),^) =  n2(q| ,w(q||))ne(s3), n«(*3) =1 C M  |2 (5.40)
"e(q ,„w (qll),?3) =  n2(qll,w (qn))n .(«3) (5.41)
with
M 43) = 2 e~iq3X3dx (5.42)
From equations (3.30), (5.39), and (5.40), the source force density due to the de­
formation potential coupling can be written
/  iq1n e(x3) \
F ^’H ^ K ) , ^ )  =  - fcn2(q w(q )) iq2ne(x3)
\  -cr(dne(x3) / d x 3) )
(5.43)
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As for piezoelectric couplings in heterostructures, there has not been much 
work done on the effect of interfaces on the piezoelectric constants in heterostruc­
tures. We shall use the 3D results for the piezoelectric coupling constants in het­
erostructures. The source force density due to piezoelectric coupling can be ob­
tained from equations (3.23), (3.24), and (3.30);
F(p)(q|l.w(q|l).2:3) =
2e/»14n2(q ||,u>(q||))
£
( Q2fi{qr x3) \
?i/i(q,P®3)
\ M 2 f 2 { q f X 3 )  J
(5.44)
with
/i(q ,,* 3) = /  qf ^ § einX3dK  (5-45)
/2(q,.*3) = J ~(5.46)
Now we can evaluate the emitted phonon intensity from a 2DEG in a semiconductor 
heterostructure by using the source force densities and the Green’s functions of the 
semiconductor heterostructure.
5.5 Phonon emissions in GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures
In this Section, we shall consider GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures (z.e. a single 
heterojunction and a single quantum well) as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. A single 
quantum well with a substrate may be approximated, as far as elastic properties 
are concerned, by a single heterojunction provided the thickness of the well is small 
enough [see Figures 5.2 and 5.3]. Hence we shall treat both the heterostructures 
as the same elastic structure, which is an overlayer with a semi-infinite substrate. 
When the source force of the form F^s^ (r, t) =F^s\r ) e tujt as discussed in the previous 
Section, the equation of motion (5.3) in the heterostructures may be written
M r )«,• -  E  A (r,f> =  • (5-47)
j  ° X 3
Using equations (5.4), (5.24) and (5.25), equation (5.47) becomes
~{pm®(X3) +  (Pm ~ P i )®(x3 “  2 o ) } ^ i ( r )
— y ^{^(x3)C^ki +  <$(£3 — zo)(Cfjkl — Cf-kl)}uij(r)
j k l
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-  £ { e ( * 3 ) C 4 ,  +  0 ( z 3 -  zoXCjju -  C$u ) } p i  =  r ) . (5.48)
jkl OXJ
The elastic Green’s functions for the above equation satisfy the following differential 
equations:
d 2
^2 (S lkio2 +  )Gkm{r,r';uj) = 8im8(r -  r') for 0 < z 3 <
k dxjdxi
(5.49)
J2{öiku2 +  ^  Cfjki q )Gkm(r, r'; u?) =  -  r') for z0 < Z3 < oo
A; Pm jl UXjOXl
(5.50)
and with boundary conditions taken from the coefficients of the 8 functions in 
equation (5.48);
__ . f )
=  0 (5.51)
x 3= 0
E C & , d - G km(r,r';v )
kl I X 3 = Z 0 - 0  k l
(5.52)
£ 3 = 2 0 + 0
Gtm(r,r';w)lI3=*0_o = Gfcm(r, r';w)|I3=zo+0 (5.53)
Since the elastic properties are translationally symmetric in the x-y plane, the 
Green’s function can be Fourier transformed to give
Gij{r,r';+>) =  77^  J  dkjG ty(k||, x 3, x'3\u;)elk|1 (r" r "} (5.54)
In general, we have a set of nine components for G^j(ky, x$, x'2\ to). The set of the 
components can however be simplified by rotating the coordinate axis about the 
^ -d irec tion  to a new set with aq-direction (z.e. ^'-direction in Figure 5.1) aligned 
along the direction of ky using the transformation U as in equation (5.21). The 
transform ation gives the simplified Green’s function m atrix in the form
g(fc|,w; 1 3 , 1 3 ) =  UG(kg,u>; x3, Xg)U 1 (5.55)
The Green’s function for an isotropic half-space is given in Appendix B .l and the 
Green’s function for an overlayer with a semi-infinite substrate is obtained exactly in 
Appendix B.2. In order to evaluate the em itted phonon intensity in GaAlAs/GaAs 
heterostructures, we may, as an approximation, use the Green’s function for an 
isotropic half-space given in Appendix B .l, where only the free surface effect is taken
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into account. A better approximation for the Green’s function in the heterojunction 
to use the Green’s function given in Appendix B.2, since both the free surface and 
interface effects are taken into account.
The simplified Green’s function g(fc|j, to; £3 , £3 ) can easily be decoupled into 
longitudinal and transverse parts. Once we know the effective longitudinal and 
transverse force densities, we can calculate the displacement vector in (a/, y \  z') 
coordinates [see Figure 5.1]:
ulm){khU-,x3) = J  dx'3 g (m)( f c | | ,w ;x 3 ,4 ) F i7 /0)( fcn .w ; 4 )  (5 -5 6 )
where superscript m indicates the mode of phonons, i.e. LA and TA(TAi, TA2 ) 
phonons, and is the effective source force density for the m-mode phonon.
The effective force density for LA phonons is obtained using the transformation 
matrices U and R [see Appendix C]:
F^'0)(fc„W;4) = ^hn2{k\\, <^ )&||
i sin2 9ne{x '3) — cos 9 sin ^
 ^ i sin 9 cos 9ne{x3 ) — cos2 ^
+
2 ehi4 n,2 (k\\, u>)k\\ cos </> sin (f)
epr
( 2  sin2 Ofi +  cos 0 sin 0 k\\f2 ^
0
 ^ 2 sin 6 cos 6fi  +  cos2 9k\\f2 )
(5.57)
where the first and second terms are due to the deformation potential and piezo­
electric couplings, respectively. The effective force densities for the TA modes {i.e. 
TAi-, TA2- modes) are given by
Ehn 2(kh uj)k]
i cos2 One{x3 ) +  ^  cos 9 sin $dn^ ^ -  ^
—i sin 9 cos 9ne(x3 ) — f -  sin2 dx3 )
and
+
F £ y o)(fcl|)W;x ')
2 e/ii4 77.2 (A:||, Lo)k\\ cos (f) sin (f) ( 2 cos2 9fi  — cos 9 sin 0&n/ 2 \
e pr \  — 2 sin 9 cos 9fi  -f sin2 9k\\f2 y
2eh\4ri2{k\\,uj)k\\
epr
(cos2 (f) — sin2 <j>)fi
0
\
7
(5.58)
(5.59)
where the first and second terms for the TAi-mode are also due to the deformation 
potential and piezoelectric couplings, respectively, and the source force density for
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the TA2-mode is due to only piezoelectric coupling. For the numerical calcula­
tions in this Section, we use the basic m aterial parameters shown in Table 5.1 for 
GaAlAs/GaAs heterostructures. The material parameters in the barrier layers (z.e. 
GaAlAs layers) of the heterostructures are obtained from equation (5.30).
Table 5.1: Material parameters which are used in this thesis [see Adachi (1985)].
pm
(g/cm3)
C n C 1 2
(x  1011 d y n e s /c m 2)
C 4 4 P o isson ’s 
ra tio  (<r)
614
( Coul/m 2 )
£
(s ta tic )
G aA s 5.360 11.88 5.38 5.94 0.31 -0 .1 6 0 13.18e0
AlAs 3.760 12.02 5.70 5.89 0.32 -0 .2 2 5 10.06£q
5.5.1 Phonon emissions in a GaAs/GaAlAs single heterojunction
In a GaAlAs/GaAs single heterojunction as shown in Figure 5.2, the Fang- 
Howard type trial function for the electronic wave function may be used as an 
approxim ate solution as discussed Section 2.5. This has the form
w x _  f 0 for x 3 < z0
X 3 \ ( 6 3 / 2)1/2(x3 -  z0) exp [— 6(2:3 -  2q)/2] for 2:3 >  z0 (5.60)
The electron density and its Fourier transformation may now be obtained from 
equations (5.40) and (5.42):
/ x, _  /  0 for 2:3 <  z0 /-
n<i' X3 \  (b3/2 )(x3 -  z0)2 exp[-b (x3 -  z0)] for 2:3 >  z0
ne{q3) = ■,193*0 (5.62)
6 +  iq3J
Using equations (5.16), and (5.56) through (5.59), numerical calculations have been 
carried out for a GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunction with the following sample param ­
eters: the thickness of GaAlAs layer £O=1000Ä, the areal electron concentration 
N s =  6.0 x 1011 cm-2 , the depletion charge density AUepi — 1.5 x 1011 cm -2 , the 
electron tem perature T e=15°K. In Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) the angular distributions 
of phonon intensities at frequency u;=1.2 THz (~  0.8meV) are shown for LA and 
TA phonons arriving at a detector. As shown in equations (5.57), (5.58) and (5.59), 
the 0-angle dependence of the phonon intensity is due to piezoelectric coupling.
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(a) LA Phonon Intensity (Heterojunction)
0 20 40 60 80
6 Angle (Degree)
(b) TA, Phonon Intensity (Heterojunction)
T.= 1 5°K
6 Angle (Degree)
Figure 5.5: Angular distribution of phonon intensity for (a) LA phonons and 
(b)TA i phonons.
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(a) LA Phonon Intensity (H e te ro junc t ion )
0.0020
T.= 15°K0.0015
_£■ 0.0010
0 = 30°
0.0005
0.0000
3000i0 1500 2000
wQ Phonon Frequancy (GHz)
2500
(b) TA, Phonon Intensity (H e te ro junc t ion )
T,= 1 5°K
0 = 30°20
1200 1400
cj0 Phonon Frequancy (GHz)
Figure 5.6: (a) LA and (b) TAi phonon intensities as a function of frequency u.
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The contribution of the piezoelectric coupling to the phonon intensity is much
smaller than that of the deformation potential coupling in the region of 1 THz. 
The < -^angle dependence can therefore not be observed in this region. LA phonon 
intensity is much weaker than TA phonon intensity at most angles except near 90°. 
The total intensity of phonons at frequency cj=1.2 THz arriving at a detector has 
strong peaks around 20-35°, weak peaks at angles 45-75°, and a peak near 90°. In 
Figures 5.6 (a) and (b), the frequency dependences of the phonon intensities are 
plotted at an angle 0=30°. In most of the frequency region, TA phonons are more 
intense than LA phonons. Only in the region of frequencies less than approximately 
20 GHz and more than approximately 1550 GHz are TA phonons weaker than LA 
phonons. Hence TA phonon intensity is greater than LA phonon intensity in the 
region of bolometer measurements (e.g. Pb bolometer [650-800 GHz], A1 bolometer 
[100-800 GHz]) [Rothenfusser et al (1986)]. It is found that deformation potential 
coupling processes provide the main contribution to both LA and TA phonons in 
this region. This could explain the usual experimental results in a heterojunction 
[Chin et al (1984), Hawker et al (1989)]
5.5.2 Phonon emissions in a G aA s/G aA lA s single quantum  well
For a GaAlAs/GaAs single quantum well with a semi-insulated GaAs sub­
strate as shown in Figure 5.3, we shall use a simple infinite potential well model 
for the electronic wave functions. Then the lowest subband wave function is given 
in the form
for Z\ < £ 3  < Z\ + L 
elsewhere
(5.63)
The electron density and its Fourier transformation for the lowest subband are 
obtained in the forms
n e ( x 3) =
(2/ L) sin2 [7r(;r3 — Zi)/L] for z\ < x3 < z\ + L (5.64)0 elsewhere
(5.65)
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(a) LA Phonon Intensity (Quantum  well)
T,= 1 5°K
j  100
9 Angle (Degree)
(b) TA, Phonon Intensity (Quantum  well)
T.= 1 5°K
9 Angle (Degree)
Figure 5.7: Angular distribution of phonon intensity for (a) LA phonons and 
(b)TAi phonons.
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(a) LA Phonon Intensity (Quantum  well)
T,= 1 5°K
0 = 30°
1500 2000 25001000
w0 Phonon Frequancy (GHz)
(b) TA, Phonon Intensity (Quantum  well)
T.= 1 5°K
1500 20001000
u)0 Phonon Frequancy (GHz)
Figure 5.8: (a) LA and (b) TAi phonon intensities as a function of frequency to.
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Following the same procedure as in the previous Section, numerical calculations 
have been performed for a single quantum  well with the following sample param e­
ters: the width of well L=140A, the thickness of GaAlAs layer 2q=830A [see Figure 
5.3], the areal electron concentration N s = 6.0 x 10n  cm-2 , the electron tem pera­
ture T e =  15°K. Figures 5.7 (a) and (b) show the angular dependence of the phonon 
intensity for LA and TA phonons at frequency u  =  1.2 THz. Unlike a heterojunc­
tion [see Section 5.5.1], relative LA phonon peaks at angles 45-65° are greater than 
TA phonon peaks at angles 15-35°, and there are no peaks near 90°. In Figures 
5.8 (a) and (b), the frequency dependences of the phonon intensities are plotted 
for LA and TA phonons at an angle 6 = 30°. In the region of frequencies less than 
approximately 1.4 THz, TA phonons are dominant compared with LA phonons. 
However the LA phonon intensity is stronger than the TA phonon intensity at fre­
quencies 1.4-2.5 THz. The LA and TA phonons arriving at a detector are mainly 
due to deformation potential processes at frequencies more than approximately 90 
GHz and 50 GHz, respectively. Only at low frequencies (e.g. less than 90 GHz 
for LA phonons and less than 50 GHz for TA phonons) can piezoelectric processes 
dom inate the contribution to the phonons arriving at a detector.
5.6 Discussion
As discussed in Section 4.4, the magnitude of the deformation potential in 
a 2D system is not much different from that in a 3D system in a semiconductor. 
Note tha t when a deformation potential for a spherically symmetric band structure 
(e.g. T conduction band in GaAs) is taken, the deformation potential describes the 
interaction of electrons with LA phonons only. W ithin this context, the TA phonons 
em itted from a 2DEG in a GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructure should be due only to 
(1) piezoelectric couplings, as in a theoretical work based on the electron-phonon 
scattering rate method [Xu and M ahanty (1994b)], or (2) to reflection effects at an 
interface, as in an investigation using the elastic Green’s functions with deformation 
potential coupling only [Badalian and Levinson (1991)]. However, both of these 
processes could not explain the experimental result that the TA phonons reaching 
a detector are more intense than the LA phonons [Chin et al (1984), Wigmore et
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al (1991, 1993), Danilchenko et al (1994), Hawker et al (1995)].
The square of the electron-acoustic phonon interaction m atrix element is 
proportional to the phonon frequency for deformation potential coupling, and is 
inversely proportional to to for piezoelectric coupling. The crossover of the electron- 
acoustic phonon scattering rates between the two processes occurs at around 140 
GHz in GaAs [Hawker et al (1995)]. This implies tha t the electron-acoustic phonon 
scattering rate at frequencies much greater than 140 GHz is due mainly to defor­
m ation potential coupling and tha t the the piezoelectric processes can be ignored 
in the region of the sensitivity of a Pb bolometer. A Pb bolometer acts as a 
narrow-band detector (approximately 650-800 GHz) and an Al bolometer behaves 
as a broad-band detector (approximately 100-800 GHz) [Rothenfusser et al (1986)]. 
Hence deformation potential processes contribute more than piezoelectric processes 
to the electron-acoustic phonon scattering rate for GaAs within the regime of the 
two bolometers, except for 100-140 GHz. Therefore, it is difficult to explain the 
experim ental results using the electron-phonon scattering rate method. On the 
other hand, we can estim ate the TA phonon intensity using only deformation cou­
plings and taking into account interface effects as in Badalian and Levinson’s work 
[Badalian and Levinson (1991)]. In this case, the deformation coupling produces 
only LA phonons and the reflected LA and TA phonons at the interface are excited. 
Hence the reflected TA phonons can not be stronger than the LA phonons em itted 
directly from a 2DEG.
Experimentally, the data of phonon intensity are collected as a function of 
tim e in order to have the intensities for LA and TA phonons separately. This means 
th a t the collected data involve only phonons in the limited range of frequencies 
depending on a detector. Therefore, the periodic peaks, which are related with the 
interface effects (z.e. interference, reflection, refraction, etc.), can not be detected 
directly.
In Section 5.4 we proposed a model for a 2D electron-bulk phonon interaction 
mechanism via deformation potential couplings. Using the modified deformation 
potential, we calculated the intensities for LA and TA phonons in both a hetero­
junction and a single quantum  well. We also took into account the interface effects
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using the elastic Green’s functions which are derived in detail in Appendix B.2. As 
shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.8, at #=30° TA phonon intensity is greater than LA 
phonon intensity in both the two heterostructures in the region of bolometer sensi­
tivity. According to the calculations of phonon intensities at 0=30° in the previous 
Section, the phonon intensity crossovers between the deformation potential and 
piezoelectric processes occur at around 110 GHz for LA phonons in both the two 
heterostructures, and at 70 GHz and 50 GHz approximately for TA phonons in the 
heterojunction and in the quantum  well, respectively. Furthermore, it is found that 
TA phonons are dominant at 0-angles 20-35° approximately and tha t LA phonons 
are dominant at angles more than approximately 45° at 1.2 THz. In these cases, 
both the LA and TA phonons are due to deformation potential coupling unlike the 
usual mechanism for electron-acoustic phonon interaction where TA phonons are 
mainly due to piezoelectric couplings or due to reflection effects at an interface. 
Hence the model for the mechanism of deformation potential coupling can explain 
the experimental results discussed above.
CHAPTER 6
Concluding Remarks
An attem pt to construct a feasible theoretical model for calculations of 
phonon intensity has been made in this thesis. In general, the detected phonon 
intensity from phonons, em itted from a 2DEG due to electronic transitions in a 
semiconductor heterostructure, may be determined from the following physical fac­
tors of the semiconductor heterostructure: (1) electron distribution undergoing the 
transitions, (2) elastic response functions (i.e . elastic Green’s functions), and (3) 
electron-phonon coupling constants.
There are two main methods for the study of phonon emissions: (1) phonon 
emission rate (or energy loss rate of charge carriers) calculations based on electron- 
phonon scattering rate [Rothenfusser et al (1986), Toombs et al (1987), Vass (1987, 
1993), Xu and M ahanty (1994b), Vasko and Mitin (1995)] (2) phonon intensity 
(or Poynting vector) calculations based on elastic response functions {i.e. elastic 
Green’s functions) [Badalian and Levinson (1989, 1991), Kitagawa and Tamura 
(1992)]. The first method is based on the electron distribution undergoing the 
transitions and the electron-phonon coupling constants in a system. This method 
can not take into account interface effects of the system. Hence we choose the 
second m ethod, which may explain the interface effects of the system, based on the 
three main factors as given in the previous paragraph. This is because practical 
experimental environments have always surfaces or interfaces.
First, an attem pt to make ab initio  estimates of deformation potentials 
has been made in 2D systems. We prove tha t the deformation potential in 2D 
deformable jellium can be drastically enhanced in the high electron density region 
compared with its 3D system, and tha t the deformation potentials of a 2D system
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in a semiconductor heterostructure are not much different from that in its bulk 
semiconductor. This contradicts the suggestion tha t the 2D deformation poten­
tial in a GaAs heterostructure should be greater than that in bulk GaAs, which 
was suggested by several authors [Hirakawa and Sakai (1986), Harris et al (1990), 
Kawamura and Das Sarma (1990), Das Sarma (1991), Gorczyca et al (1992)]. This 
suggestion is based on electron mobility calculations which can be extracted from 
the integrated information of the several scattering mechanisms. In tha t sense, 
phonon intensity calculations may provide better information on electron-phonon 
couplings than other methods. This is because phonon emissions from a 2DEG 
are due only to electron-phonon couplings and it is possible to collect each mode of 
phonon intensities separately using time-of-flight measurements. Therefore we have 
tried to construct a feasible model for electron-phonon interactions by estim ates of 
intensity of the phonons arriving at a detector.
Secondly, we provide a mechanism for deformation potential couplings in a 
heterostructure. As discussed in Sections 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.6, deformation potential 
coupling processes of GaAs in the electron-acoustic scattering rate are dominant 
compared with piezoelectric coupling processes in the region of the sensitivity of Al 
and Pb bolometers [see Section 5.6]. These two bolometers have mainly been used 
for a detector [Chin et al (1984), Rothenfusser et al (1986), Wigmore et al (1991, 
1993), Danilchenko et al (1994), Hawker et al (1995)]. From our calculations, it is 
found tha t the deformation potential processes contribute more than piezoelectric 
processes to the intensity of phonons arriving at a detector at frequencies of the 
bolometer sensitivity and tha t the TA phonon intensity is more intense than the 
LA phonon intensity in the frequency region. For the calculations, we have taken 
a modified deformation potential as discussed in Section 5.4, and have taken into 
account interface effects using elastic Green’s functions as derived in Appendix B.2. 
We can explain experimental measurements using our calculations [see Sections 
5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.6]. Our model for electron-phonon interactions via deformation 
potentials can be extended to calculate electron mobility in a 2D heterostructure.
APPENDIX A
Integration Associated 
Energy-momentum Conservation in
Let us consider a function F (k t-, k/,w) depending on electronic momenta 
k2 and kf  and frequency lj of a 2DEG when a bulk-like phonon with wave vector 
Q = q+  zqz and frequency ljq is emitted in a certain process. We can evaluate the 
summation of E(k;,k/,u;) over the momenta k; and kf  with energy-momentum 
conservation as follows:
2D
n (q ,w e ) = y  nk,(! - nk/ )-p’(k.»k/ . w)<5(
E \ r  —  E f c
— '—Z----L -  ^ q)£(kz- -  kf  -  q)
k.k;
k,
rhi J -  *4,_q)F(k„q,u/)<!>(£k. -  Fk,_q -  (A.l)
We may write the momentum conservation as
k f  — kz — q, k2 = k2 -f q2 — 2k{q cos 0 (A.2)
and the energy conservation as
Ekt = Ekj + hujQ 2m 2m (A.3)
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From  equations (A .2) and (A .3), we have energy-m om entum  conservation in the 
form
ki cos 0 = |  +  m^ Q- =  <*(<?) (A .4)
Let us introduce new coordinates [see Figure (A. 1)] such th a t
( k'ix ^ =  ( cos ^  sin $ \ ( kix ^ \
V kiy J \  ~sm (J) cos (f) )  \  kiy )  \  0  J (A.5)
and
Figure A.l: The coordinate transformation for the wave vector.
{  q'x \  _  (  cos0 sm<l) \  f  qx \  _  f  ot(q) \
V <ly j  \  — sin  <j> cos <l> )  \  qy )  \  0  /
where
(A.6)
kix = ki cos(6 -\- <j>) kiy =  k{ sin(0 +  <j> ) , qx — q cos ^ qy — q sin (j).
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It is straightforward to get the inverse transformations of equations (A.5) and (A.6). 
Setting </)=0 for convenience, we have the following transformation relations
Kx = ki cos 0 -  ot(q), k'iy = ki s in 9 , qx = q -  a (q ) , ^  =  0, (A.7)
hx =  k'ix +  a(q ) , kiy =  k'iy , qx =  qx +  a(q) =  q, qy =  0 . (A.8)
Using the transformation relations (A.7) and (A.8), the 6 function part of the 
integrand can be w ritten as
h2 q2
Akt-q Iiloq) - <5( ~(kixqx -4- k{yqy —)
to 2
H2 a2 h2 m*
= £(— P i*  +  “ (?))(?i + «(</)) -  U  -  ^ q) =  6( —  [k’ixq]) = T2~i(k'ix) 
to* 2 to* n q
Therefore the integral for Fi (c\ , ujq) in equation (A .l) is given by
A 2h r
n(q,w<j) = j  rf2k ,n ^ (l -  nkl- q)-F (ki,q,w)5(^kj -  £k,-q -  SwQ )
r  r  Tr? *
=  d k i J  dk'iyn'ky-  k ',q ',a > )^ -6 (4 )  (A.9)
with
nk* 1 +  e{ (^ [ (K x+«2C)+k?y]-EF)/kBTe}
(1 -  ™k'-q') =
1 _|_ e - { ( ^ [ ( K x+ a2(A+k?y - ^ ] - 2KuQ- E F)/kBTe} 
where Ep  denotes the Fermi energy of the electrons, kp is Boltzmann constant, 
and Te is the electron tem perature. In what follows, we remove the prime from 
the transformed coordinates. Integrating first over k{x, the integral Fi (c\ , ljq) in 
equation (A.9) becomes
AnTO* r°° „ . (  1m  
1 +
1 +  e-{(2&-[«2(«)+<=?sl-2^«-B F )/tBr.}
(A.10)
APPENDIX B
Elastic Green’s Function
The equations of the forced vibrations of a solid lattice under the influence 
of time-dependent distributions of applied force density F^s^(r, t) per unit volume 
can be written directly in the form
f r ^ d - V . T ( r , i )  =  F W (r,i)  (B .l)
where the stress tensor T is a second rank tensor with elements
rp _______dCo _  ,, duk
lJ d(dui/dxj)  "  ljkl dxi
On introducing a m atrix differential operator L(r,t), we can express equation (B .l) 
as
L(r,<)u(r,<) = - ^ T  = F<°)(r,i) (B.3)
Pm( r)
with
L(r,f) =  L<fc) ( r ,0  H- B (r,f)
where IW is the bulk m atrix differential operator and Bis the cleavage operator 
[Dobrzynski (1986), Dobrzynski et al (1989), Dobrzynski (1990)] for the system. 
Then the Green’s function associated with the m atrix differential operator L is 
defined by
L ^ (r ,f )G (r , r'; t - t ' )  = l<$(r -  r ')8{t -  t') (B.4)
and satisfies the boundary conditions associated with the cleavage operator B which 
depends on the structure of the interfaces in the system. When the stimulus has 
a harmonic tim e dependence F ^ ( r , t )  =  F ^ ( r , (jo)e~lul\  equation (B .l) may be
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w ritten
“ 2I • u(r,w) +  j-y'V ■ [C(r) : u(r,w)] =  L(r,w)u(r,w) =  F (0)(r,w)
with
L(r,u>) =  L(6)(r,u>) +  B(r,w) , 
and the Green’s function satisfies
L^(r,u>)G(r, r';u;) =  l<5(r — r')
(B .5)
(B-6)
and satisfies the boundary conditions associated with the cleavage operator B . 
W hen the elastic properties are translationally symmetric in the x-y plane, the 
G reen’s function can be Fourier transformed to give
G i j {  r,r';w) =  J ,i k »-(r i . - r l) (B .7)
Generally, we have a set of nine components for G ij(k||U>|, £3,0:3). The set of the 
components can be simplified by rotating the coordinate axes about the a^-direction 
so tha t the aq-direction is aligned along the direction of k|(. The rotation and its 
inverse are described by the transformations
f k\ k2 0 i
u "I(k«) = r
it, k2 0
~ k 2 h
0
k2 k\ 0
\  0 0 *1 / k\\ 0 0 l^l
U(k,i) =
/v  II
and give the simplified Green’s function m atrix in the form
g{kl{u \x 3,x'3) = U(kl|)G(kllu;|a;3,0:3)U_1 (k„). 
g(k\\Lj\x3,x'3) satisfies the differential equation
L(0)(fcnu;|x3)g(fc||U>|z3,X3) =  I5(x3 -  x ’3)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B. 10)
and satisfies the boundary conditions associated with the cleavage operator ET°b 
Here
L(0) ( V M  = UL^U"1 , & ° \k nu;\x3) = UBU"1.
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B.l The elastic Green’s function for an isotropic half-space
In the simplest approximation, an isotropic half-space can be used for 
heterostructures such as a single heterojunction and a quantum  well with a semi- 
insulated substrate. The elastic constant tensor and m aterial density for the het­
erostructures within this approximation can be described in the form
G ' j f c / h )  —  CijkiO(x3) , (B .l 1)
Pm(r) =  pmQ(x3) .
Here 0(2:3) is the Heaveside step function which has the property;
(B.12)
© (/(* )) =
0 if f ( x )  < 0
1 if f ( x )  > 0
In an isotropic solid, the elastic properties of the solid are described by only two in­
dependent elastic constants (cn and ci2=cn-2c44). Therefore, we have the following 
differential operators for an isotropic half-space:
L(u)(%t>|:r3) = 0(x3)
»M«? -  v \( u 2 - v ? k j + v 0
0 u 2 - v 2kl +  v2£ j  0
ik t (vf -  v 2)£-3 0 u)2 -  v 2k2 -  v2£ :  J
(B. 13)
(  0 ivt h  \
(B.14)B,0)(fc||w|a;3) =  S(x3) 0 0
\ i ( v f - 2 v 2)k,  0 /
where
2 cnVi = —
P m
C44
From the equations (B.10) and the boundary condition operator (B.14), we can 
obtain the Green’s function as in reference [Maradudin and Mills (1976)]:
gu (kt ,io I x3, 4 )  =
-(
kl
2cqa;2r +
) [ r . e - ai{X3+X^  +  e - a i x 3 - a t oo'3 _j_ e - a tx 3 - a i x ' 3 _|_ ^r_ g-at(*3+*3)] (ß.15)
gl3(kh LO I i 3, 4 )  =  _  e- ° ‘\**-<\]Sgn(x3 -
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zlc 1-|- ( ___ L _ )[r _ e-"j(*3+*3) + _ e - a i x z - a t x'z e - a t x 3 - a i x ' 3 _j_ r _ e - a t ( x 3+ x '3 ) j (ß.16)
2üJ2r + £
922{k„U> I £3 , 4 )  =  - (  W )[e_0' |l3’ lSI +  e' “ ‘(l3+ li)] (B.17)
I £3 , 4 )  =  - ( ^ ) [ e - “ ,|x3- lJI -  -  4 )
i k  1_  (  A —^ r _ e~al{x3+^ 3) _|_ e- a lx3- a tx'3 _|_ _ e- a tx3- a lx'3 _|_ r _g-ott(x3+a?^ )j (B.18)
<733(fc„,W | £3 , 4 )  =  - (  W )[e" “ ' 113" ^ '  “  ^ ' “ ‘ Il3' 3:31]
k 2
_  ( ____ !!___ ) [£ r_ e - a *(a;3+X3) +  e- alx3~atx'3 e~atar3—cxjXg _|_ r _ e- a t(x3+ ^ ) j  (ß .1 9 )
v2 a tu ;2r +
5l2(fc||,W I * 3 ,4 )  =  S2l(fc||,<*> I £ 3 ,4 )  =  023(fc||,W I £ 3 ,4 ) =  532(^ 11, w I £3 , 3:3 ) =  0
(B.20)
w h e re
az(fc||C*>)
(tf\ ~ u 2/v ? ) i  if k* > u 2/v?  
—i(u>2/ v 2 — k 2\)% if k 2\ <  LO2/ v 2
a t(k\\io)
= f(fcj -  if K >
1 - i ( u 2l v 2 -  k 2) 2 i f  fcjf <  cj2/ ^ 2
* _  - 4 a ^ f c 2 =fc ( a 2 +  ^ ) 2 
r± 4 ata/(a? + fcj)
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
f ( M  = (B.24)
HI
*There is a m isprin t at p l52  in reference [Maradudin et al (1980)]; r±  should read
-4 a tatk^±(a2 + k^)2 
4o/tai (aj+ijj)
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B.2 The elastic Green’s function for an overlayer with a semi­
infinite substrate
Heterostructures such as single heterojunctions and quantum  wells with 
semi-insulated substrates may be approximated by an overlayer with a semi-infinite 
substrate. In this case the elastic constant tensor and m aterial density of the 
heterostructures can be described in the form
C « H (r) =  C{jue (z 3) +  ( C S H -  C*u)e(x3 -  Zo) (B.25)
Pm(r) = pi<ä(x3) +  (/>B -  p i)@ (x3 -  ■ (B.26)
Now the differential operators can be expressed as follows;
L<°>( V M  =  0 (*3)L(^ ) +  0 (x 3 -  zo)(L(B) -  L(y,)) (B.27)
where
< u? -  vfkj  + 0 ikt(vf -  v?)£-3 ^
0 ) = 0 a;2 -  v2k2 + v2£? 0
v ik*(vt -  v? ) jk 0
*RT1
cs =1
(N3
/ 0 ik
((B) = 0 u;2 -  v,2k2 + v,2£ s 0
0 a.2 -  i f  fc2 -  i f
and
B*0*(fc||ai|x3) = <S(x3)B<a> + 5(x3 -  z0)(B<b> -  B<A>) (B.28)
where
B ^ )  =
0 i v 2t k I, \
°\  *(w? -  2 w 2 )fc || 0
0
/
B (ß) =
«;2a fe 0 i v ? h  \
0
* K 2 -  2 i f  )& , 0 v 'l 3 7 7  /
A ,4 R R
2 C11 2 C44 2 _  £ u /2 £4 4
v l =  —  , h  - " V
P m  P m r  m
» =
P m  r  
with
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From the equations (B.10) and the boundary condition operator (B.28), we can 
obtain the Green’s function as follows
(1) 0 < x 3 < zq , 0 < x '3 < z 0
3n(fc|h^ I x3,x 3) = g [ f ( k h u> | x3,x'3)
+ A te~a,x3 + B tea , X 3  + + B,e°“X3 (B.29)
3i3(fc|l,w I x 3 , x 3) = g [ f ( k „ ,w  I x 3 , x 3)
+ Gte~°“X3 + H,ea,X3 + G,e-°“X3 + H,ea'X3 (B.30)
g -n ih ,w  I £3 ,^ 3) = Q22\ k  1,w I x 3 , x 3) + E te~a,X3 + (B.31)
gsi(kv u  I x3,x ’s) = gi i’(kt,u  \ x3, x 3)
-  Yt(A,e-°“X3 -  B tea,X3) -  r,(A ,e - “ ' 1 3  -  B,ea‘X3) (B.32)
g33(kt ,uj I x3, x3) = ff 3 3 )(fc||,oj I x 3, x 3)
-  r,(G ie-0'13 -  H tea,X3) -  T,(Gie-a,X3 -  Hie°“X3) (B.33)
(2) 0 < x 3 <  z0 , x 3 >  z 0
gu(h,u>\ x 3,x'3) =  R,(e~°‘x3-  A2e -“'13 +  Aiea‘X3)
+ Si(ea,X3 + Aje- “'13 -  A2e°“X3) (B.34)
<713(fc„w I x3, x '3) =  X ,(e - “ ' 1 3  -  A2 e- “ ' 1 3  +  Aie“‘13)
+ Y,(e°m  + A1e"“'13 -  A2ea,X3) (B.35)
g22( h , I  x3, x '3) = Vt(e~°“X3 + e“'13) (B.36)
<73i(fc|,w I x 3 , x '3) =  R,(Tt (A2e - ° ‘X3 4- Aie“<13) -  r,e~“'*3)
+ 5i(r,e“'13 -  r,(A 1e“a,X3 + A2e“*13)) (B.37)
S33(fc|,w I x3, x '3) = X , ( r t(A2e-°“X3 + A -  r , e- “‘13) 
+ Vi(r,e“'13 -  r i fA ^ -“113 + A2e“113)) (B.38)
(3) z 0 < x 3 , 0 < x 3 < z 0
g n ( h ^  I S 3 ,4) = R',e~a',X3 + ^ ' <X3 (B.39)
gi3 (k„w  I x3 , x'3) =  X'te - < X3 +  X [e -a'iX3  (B.40)
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S22(fc||,W I * 3 ,4 )  =  vt e “ 'I3 (B.41)
S3i(*i,w I * 3 ,4 )  =  - ( r jÄ je - “ !** +  r jÄ je -“ !*’ ) (B.42)
g33(kh u> I 13, 4 ) =  - M e - i '  +  r ;x , 'e -“ ^ )  (B.43)
(4) < ^3 , -2-0 < 4
0ii(fc|l?w I x 3, x '3) =  g [ i \ k h u  I z3,4) + A'te~a>tX3 + Aje""»®3 (B.44)
# i3(k|l,u; I z3, 4 )  =  flfi3 )(^ihw I ^ 3 ,4 ) + G'te~atX3 +  Gje“ ®«*3 (B.45)
^22(^11, w I z3, 4 )  = flf22)(fcihw I ®3,4) +  E[e~a^ 3 (B.46)
^31(4 ^  I ^3 ,4 ) =  s4?}(% ^  I ®3,4) -  (r ^ i e_a!/tX3 + rJAJc""**3) (B.47)
<733(4 ,“  I * 3 ,4 )  =  <7^ (4 ,“  I *3 ,4 )  -  (4 G ;e -^ 3 +  r jG J e - ^ )  (B.48)
where
^ ( fc l.W  I *3 ,4 ) = - ( 4 ? )le" “ ‘|13^ '  “
I * 3 ,4 )  =  - ( ~ > 9 n ( x 3 -  4 ) [e - “ 'l" - '» l -  e-«.l-3-^l]
g ^ \ k ^ \ x 3 ,x'3) =  - ( ~ ) e - a‘^ - ^
Zatvt
d f ß i ’V I * 3,4 ) = - ( ^ ) Äsn(*3 - 4 ) [ e_“ ‘|I3_lil -  e_“ ,|X3_i3i]
gii\k„w  I *3 ,4 ) = - ( ^ ) [ e' “ ,|X3" X31 -  ji]
5<f»(fc|ha; I * 3 ,4 )  =  - ( 4 4 e~“ ;N " 13' -  r e - “ :'13^ 1]Zttj LJ*
d lV ih ’UI *3 ,4 ) = - (^ )3 f f« ( *3  -  4 ) [e-“ ‘1*’ ” *’ 1 -  
S,22)(fc| , “  I *3 ,4 ) = - ( 4 ^ e_0':|l3” lt31
I * 3 , 4 )  =  ~ ( ^ ) s g n ( x 3 -  4 ) [ e - “ i l - 3 - ; i  _  e-«;|x3-x;|]
I *3 ,4 ) = - ( ^ 4 e' “ :|l3~131 -  f  e-“«’1**-'»1]
( k j —io2 /vf )^ i i k ^ > u 2/vf  
—i(u)2 / v 2 — k2) 2 if k2 < ijJ2 / v 2<4 4 “ )
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Tt
r,
=  { { k«( - ■ f  ! : ‘ ]Ll if)2
o . ( m = {
a't {k tui) =
(  =
~ kE
( f c j -  oj2/v't2) i  
- i ( u 2/v 't2 -  k \ ) l
a,(i||w )ai(A ||U))
fc?
r  =
i f  k 2 >  lo2/ v 12 
i f  <  tv2/ v '2
i f  >  to2/ v 2
i f  A:J <  u>21v2
i f  k2\ >  to2/ v '2 
i f  k 2^ <  to2 / v12
a t ( k ^ W i ( k ^ )
k t
'u 2p j  +  c jAot2 - c j k 2\
v a «(c12 +  C44)^|| /
+  p/
0 /(^ 2  +  C44)k \\ )  ’
A = i f — — — 1 A'
1 2 ^ r t n j ’ 1
=  i
— i
a _  i  ff 
2 _ 2 t , + nA A', =
. Z ' +  cf4« i2 -  cfl^N 
<*t(c?2 +
« !(c?2 +  c£)fc|
Ir l;  _ n{
2 Tj n:1
1(11 +  51]2 tj n;J
T^-fa.-ffcuA), t ; = -(<*; -  tfc„r;)
t; = -(aj -  tfc,rj)
n, =  c f2fc|| -  i c ^ a , r , , n ;  =  c® /,■„ -  h :® ft',!’',
11/ =  c^ 2^h — ic^ a /F /, flj =  c \2^w  ~
The coefficients in  equations (B .29) to  (B .48) w ill be determ ined from  the fo llow ing  
b lock m a tr ix  equation w hich was obta ined from  the boundary conditions fo r the 
G reen’s functions:
/  A 0 0 0 0 0 ^ (  Xl ^ (  Yl \
0 A 0 0 0 0 X2 y 2
0 0 H 0 0 0 X3 y 3
0 0 0 Q 0 0 X4 y 4
0 0 0 0 Q 0 X5 y 5
\  o 0 0 0 0 K j \ X * J e )
(B.49)
where A is a 4 x  4 m a tr ix , H is a 2 x  2 m a tr ix , Q is a 6 x  6 m a tr ix , K is a 3 x  3 
m a tr ix , Xi, X2, Yi, and Y2 are single-colum n m atrices w hich have four elements, X3 
and Y3 are single-colum n m atrices which have two elements, X4, X5, Y4, and Y5 are 
s ing le-colum n m atrices w hich have six elements, and X6 and Y6 are single-colum n
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matrices which have three elements. Their elements are give by 
4(1,1) = c £ , [ T -  Ti(A2e-»'*» + A ^“'20)]
4( 1,2) = —c^4[Tie“|J° -  T ^A je-“1« + A2e“« )]
4(1,3) =  - c f4T ;e-“!« , 4(1,4) = -c ^ T Je -“!2»
4(2,1) = n (e -a'2° -  n,(A2e-“12» -  Aie“'2”)
4(2,2) = Ilje“'20 + n ((Aie- “'20 -  A2ea,2°)
4(2,3) =  —Ilje- “*20, 4(2,4) = -n je " “!20
4(3,1) =  e"“'20 -  A2e-“‘2» + Aje“'2»
4(3,2) = e“120 + A1e-“,2° -  A2e“12°
4(3,3) =  - e ““!20, 4(3,4) = - e ““!20
4(4,1) = r,(A 2e-“‘20 + Aje“'20) -  r ,e -“‘2°
4(4,2) = Ce“12» -  r t(A1e -“,*> + A2e“|2°)
4(4,3) =
H{ 1, 1) =
H (  2 , 1)
<3 (1, 1)
<3 (1,4)
<3 (2, 1)
<3 (3, 1)
<3(3,3)
<3(3,5)
<3(4,1)
<3(4,3)
<3(4,5)
<3 (5, 1)
<3(5,4)
<3 (6, 1)
<3(6,4) 
* ( 1, 1) 
K (  2, 1) 
# ( 3, 1)
- r ; e - “'>2" , 4(4,4) = —r(e- “!20
= c44a,(e“*20 — e~“,2°), #(1,2) = cf4a'(e_“>20
= (e“,2° + e - “*2»), H( 2,2) = -e ~ °>
= T ( , <3(1,2) =  —T(, Q(l,3) = T ,,
= - T , ,  <3(1,5) =  <3(1,6) =  0,
= <3( 2,2) = n (, Q(2,3) = <3(2,4) = n,,
= 4 T ,e - “120, <3(3,2) = —c44T(ea,2° ,
= 4 T ,e - “‘2», <3(3,4) =  - 4 T , e “'2»,
=  - c f 4r 'te~a‘z°, <3(3,6) = - cf4r;e-« i2” ,
=  n ie -“12», <3(4,2) = n 4e“‘2»,
= n ,e -“'20, <3(4,4) =  II(e“120,
=  — n'(e- “>20, <3(4,6) = —Ilje- “!20,
<3 (2, 5) = <3 (2, 6) = 0
— ß~atz o
—  gQflZO
<3(5,2) = e“,2° , <3(5,3) = e -“‘2“ ,
<3(5,5) =  —e-“'>2° , <3(5,6) = - e - “!2»,
C e -“*2», <3(6,2) = - r te“'2», <3(6,3) =  r ,e -“'2»,
- r , e “‘2», <3(6,5) = -T 'te~a>  , <3(6,6) = - I V “!2» ,
1, #(1 ,2) = —1, # (  1,3) = 0,
c44o te““‘2" , A (2,2) = - c 44o (e“'20, A'(2,3) = - c f4o(e_a«20,
e"“*20, A'(3,2) = e“,2° , #(3 ,3) = - e " “!*»,
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* i(l) = -  § e-»;W-*o)]
^ (2 )  = -sV K cfi -  -  (cf, -  ^rcf2)oJe-“:W-*o)]
Ki(3) =  - 2 ^ ? ( e' “'(^ ' zo) -
yi(4) = -  e"ai^3-^o))
K2(l) = icf4[(2Ä )e-«i(4-") _ (^ L )( l  + | r ) e - “!(*3-o)]
V2(2) =  - ^ [ ( 4  -  cf2)e-«;W-o) + (cs _ ^ c fO e -iW -» )]
y2(3) =  - i - ( e - a't^3-2o) _  e-a|(*'-zo))
y2(4) = i ( e ' " H Ir J:o) -  f ,e“ori(*3-*o))
>s(l) = , y3(2) = - ^ e' a'tK_2o)
*i(l) =
*4(2) = s ! r M ^ 4  -  4 i ) e '“|I3 + < * ((4  -  4 ) e_“,li]
^ (3 )  =  4 [ ( ^ K c" (20“lJ) -  § e - “'(4o-xJ)]
>4(4) = ^ r [ a i ( 4  -  c^ 2)e-“,(*o-^) _  a / ( 4  -  ; | 4 ) e~“'<20~l2)]
F4(5) = - ^ e " 01^ 20-^ ))
F4(6) = L(e- at^°-x3) _  e ~ M z 0-^ ))
y5(l) = z i [ a t(l + ^ )e~ “^3 _  2aie"a«*i]
n(2) = -J*[(4 - c&)e-^  + (4 - ^ cft)e—'l]
F5(3) =  * 4 ( ^ ) M  1 + ä ) e-«.(3o-xJ) _  2a,e-“'*2»-^)] 
n (4 )  = « ^ [ ( 4  -  4 ) e - “-(2»-ri) + ( 4  -  ^ 4 ) e - “‘(30-x;)] 
r5(5) = i^L.(e-“,(2o-*3) _ e-«i(«-*j))
K5(6) =  ~
^ ( l )  = - 5 ^ e - “^ ,  r 6(2) = | | e - “-(2»-^), ^ (3 )  =  .
Xi = (Ä,,S ,,4,Aj), X2 = (X,,Y
X4 =  (At,Bu Ah B i X tX i ) ,  X 5 =  (Gt,Ht,Gh Hh X't,X[),
X6 = (Et,FtX ) -
APPENDIX C
Effective Source Force Density
The source force due to electron-phonon interaction depends on the direction of 
propagation of the phonons. Therefore the effective force for a specific mode can be 
obtained using coordinate transformations. It is easier to use the effective force in 
(x',y',z') coordinates (as shown in Figure 5.1) where the elastic Green’s function can 
be decoupled into LA and TA phonon parts. First of all, we need to decouple the 
force into LA and TA parts using the phonon coordinates (x,y,z)  where the phonons 
are propagating along the ^-direction [see Figure 5.1]. In the phonon coordinates, 
the x- ,y~, and components of the force density F" are the effective force densities 
for LA, TAi, and TA2 phonons, respectively. Using the transformation m atrix U , 
the source force densities in the crystallographic coordinates (X,Y,Z) and in the 
coordinates (x\y ' ,z ')  are related by
F'(qh x 3,uj) = U F (q ,|, £ 3 , cj) (C .l)
and using the transformation m atrix R, the relation between the source force den­
sities in the phonon coordinates (x,y,z)  and in the coordinates (x', y \  z') is
F '(9:„ x 3,a ;) =  R - I F " (q ,X 3 ) u)) (C.2)
where F, F', and F" are the source force densities in the (X,Y,Z), (x ' ,y \z ' ) ,  and
(x,y,z)  coordinates, respectively. Here F" is
r
I  _p(TAi) \
f (  ta2)
y JP(LA) ^
(C.3)
where is the effective force density for LA phonons, and F lTAll and F T^A2)
are the effective force densities for P- and H- TA phonons. The source force density
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F itse lf can be easily obta ined in  the crysta llograph ic coordinates. Then the source 
force density F" in  the phonon coordinates is
F " =  aF =  RUF =
 ^ cos 9 cos (j)Fi +  cos 9 sin <j>F2 — sin 9F3 
— sin (f>F\ - f  cos (f)F2
y sin 9 cos (f)F\ - f  sin 9 sin (f)F2 - f cos 9F3
(C .4)
Once the effective source force densities fo r each phonon mode in  the phonon coor­
dinates are obta ined, the source force densities fo r each phonon mode in  ( x ' , y ' ,  z ') 
coordinates can be evaluated using equation (C.2)
F' =  R_1F"
/  cos0F(TAl) +  sin6»F(LA) \  
i?(TA2)
 ^ — sin # F (TAi) +  cos #F1la ) /
(C .5)
In  o the r words, the effective force densities fo r each phonon mode in  (x ', y ' , z') 
coordinates are
/  sinl9F(LA) \
p/(LA) _ 0 (C.6)
\  cos 6>F(LA) 
/  cos #jFdTAl)
pfTAx) =
\  — sin 0F^TAll
F'(t a 2) _ ^ ( t a 2
0
(C.7)
(C.8)
Therefore we can calculate displacement vectors for each phonon mode using equa­
tio n  (5.56) and the above relations.
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